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Vanderbilt
Is Named
For Award
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation of
Murray, is the 1976 winner of the
Kentucky Water Pollution Control
Association's outstanding operation.
award.
"Since locating in the Commonwealth
of Kentucky, Vanderbilt Chemical
Corporation has contributed to
protecting the environment by
providing outstanding maintenance
and operation of their wastewater
treatment facilities," a spokesman
said.
The corporation is engaged in the
manufacture of specialty organic
chemicals and is yet to cause a single
pollution problem. Their discharge of
process wastewater as well as their
sanitary wastewater discharge are
both well within the limits set forth by
state and federal discharge permits,
the spokesman added.
The secondary treatment system
consist of decantation, settling, ad-dition 'of chemical treating agents as
required, aeration, final neutralization
and final settling. It is a well designed,
well maintained, and well operated
system.
Don Burke was present to receive the
award from Herman D. Regan, Jr.
President Ky.-Tenn. Chapter Water
Pollution Control Association.
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...For local citizens to register
to vote in the Nov. 2 General Election. Persons who have not
registered to vote should do so by
Oct. 4, 1976 in the office of County
Court Clerk Marvin Harris.
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MSU To Honor Price Doyle
Former Musicians Homecoming
Former marching band and choral
members and Murray State University's own "American Man of Music,"
Dr. Price Doyle, will be honored during
the Homecoming '76 night of music
activities Oct. 15.
A dinner and concert following are
designed for the enjoyment of alumni
and friends of the university Department of Music, of which Price Doyle
played so great a part.
In a resolution drafted by the Alumni
Executive Council to be presented at

the dinner, it is noted that "much of
Murray State's national recognition in
the field of music is a tribute to the
unselfish leadership and enthusiasm of
Dr. Price Doyle, educator, artist and
friend of both school and student.
In addition to the presentation of the
resolution by Maned Vinson, director of
alumni affairs, welcomes will be given
by MSU President Constantine W.
Curris and Alumni Association
president Richard Lewis.
Presenting their own special tributes

TVA-MSU Project Apollo
Grant Renewed For Fourth Year
Project Apollo, an outdoor adventure
camping program jointly administered
University
by TVA and Murray State
s from 18
student
Bound
Upward
for
the fourth
for
d
refunde
states, has been
year.
William I. Holt, director, said the
the
university has been notified by

office of U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard of
Kentucky's First Congressional
District that the U. S. Office of
Education has approved a grant
renewal of $105,500 for the national
demonstration project for 1976-77.
A total of 1,261 students have participated in Project Apollo during the

Foster Parents Honored
With Dinner On Saturday
Foster Parents in the Purchase
District were honored with an appreciation dinner at the J. U. Kevil
Center, Mayfield, on Saturday evening,
September 25.
Staff from the Department for
Human Resources, Bureau for Social
Services, were hosts to foster parents
from this eight county district. Mrs.
Lee King, district program manager
for the Purchase District Bureau for
Social Services, praised the foster
parents for their outstanding services.
Certificates of appreciation were
presented to each foster parent for their
willingness to share their homes and
lives as foster parents. Special awards
went to Mrs. Sarah Dodd,Paducah, Mr.
and Mrs. Wade Green, Calloway
County, and Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Inman, Marshall County.
Mrs. Sarah Dodd who has served as a
foster parent for 29 years resides at
Husband's Road in Paducah. Mrs.
Dodd and her late husband, Dean Dodd,
were first approved as foster parents in
,947.
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Green from
Calloway County received the award
for having given services to the
greatest number of foster children.
Since their home was first approved in
1965, they have shared their home with
40 different children.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Inman,

Cloudy and Cool
Generally cloudy and cool today, high
in the mid 60s. Gradually decreasing
cloudiness and cold tonight, low in the
mid 40s. Partly cloudy and cool Wednesday, high in the mid to upper 60s.
Thursday fair and mild.

Marshall County, were recognized as
the couple who had most recently been
approved as foster parents.
tin presenting the awards and certificates of appreciation, Mrs. King said
"Foster parents are very special people
and Kentucky is proud of you."
Mrs. Faye Ylitalo of Paducah was the
guest speaker for the event. Her subject
was "Communicating With Children."
She stressed parent communication
with children in three areas: honesty,
enthusiasm and love. To be a good
parent, you need to become a good
listener instead of a good talker, Mrs.
Ylitalo told the group. Mrs. Ylitalo said
it is also important for parents to help
children to increase their self-image so
that they may grow into confident
adults.
Mrs. King ernphasizedlhe continuing
need for more foster parents. A district
wide recruitment is now underway and
anyone interested in becoming a foster
parent should contact their local office
for Bureau for Social Services.
Approximately 175 foster families
and staff from the Bureau for Social
Services were in attendance.
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first three years of the program. With
the cooperation of the Tennessee Valley
Authority, most program activities
take place in the 170,000 acre Land
Between The Lakes ( LBL) national
recreation area,
That vast outdoor laboratory, located
15 miles from the Murray State carnpus, is the setting for a variety of
physical, emotional, and educational
activities designed to provide each
student with experiential outdoor
education, human potential development, resource training, and outdoor
living skills.
"The cooperation of the entire LBI,
staff has been both outstanding and
greatly appreciated," Holt added.
He said the five-day weekend Athena
series runs from Sept. 25 through Dec. 8
this fall and from March through May
next spring It theludes canoeing, backpacking, caving, rockclimbing, and
other field activities.
The 10-day Poseidon series, a summer course that includes both land and
water activities, is scheduled iron,
(See Apollo, Page 12
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Ryan Milk To
Begin Bottling
For Paducah Firm
Nrilk fontoerly processed and bottled
at the Midwest- Dairy in Paducah will
soon be processed and bottled by Ryan
Milk Company of Murray according to
an announcement made today- iv
James Garrison, general managfr of
Ryan Milk.
The announcement that the Midwest,
Dairy had been sold to Dairymen, Inc.,
a Louisville-based dairy cooperative,
was made in Paducah last week.
The Paducah plant will cease
production at the end of this month.
Plans ;ail foe: -Dairymen, The,
continue distributing the same milk as
the Midivest plant has in the past. One
source said the Paducah plant had
always used milk purchased from area
dairymen and that its product would
continue to come from area farms.
The only change in the product will be
that the inilk will be brought to Murray
to be Processed and bottled, then
klistributed by Dairymen, Inc., through
the same channels formerly used by
Midwest.
"It's a real shot in the arm for us,"
Garrison said, "in that it will help us
maintain our efficiency." Processing of
the additional milk will almost double
the volume in the bottle milk department, Garrison said.
A new 35,000 gallon stainless steel
refrigerated tank will be installed at the
local plant to take care of the additional
volume of milk, Garrison added. The
tank will hold over 300,000 pounds of
milk, he said.
Ryan Milk currently handles
products for over 200 dairies in 26
states. Garrison said that Ryan Milk
does not bottle milk for any of the other

to Dr. Price Doyle will be James Davis,
MSU Board of Regents member,
Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the
Department of Music, and Dr. Joe N.
Prince, dean of the college of Creative
Expression.
The dinner, which starts at 5:30 p. m.
In the Student Center formerly
University School), is saluting a man
who was head of the MSU music
department from 1930 to 1957. During
that time he was also chairman of the
Fine Arts Department.
Dr. Doyle was president of the
Kentucky Music Teachers Association,
which he fourided, and organized and
conducted one of the first regional
s
public school orchestras and choruse
area.
ky
Kentuc
in the West
He was awarded an honorary Doctor
ot Music degree from the American
Conservatory „pf Music, Chicago, in
1950.
Retirement from his position at
Murray State came for Dr. Doyle in
1957. At that.tlitne he became full time
executive sectletary of the Phi Mu
Sinfonia Fraternity, which 10
Alp
years later designated him as
"American Man of Music."
Scheduled to follow the dinner event
is a concert by one of the most exciting
Jazz soloistsigaying today.
Rich Matteson will be presenting a
performance-4t 8:15 p. m. in Lovett
Auditorium free of charge, courtesy of
the Peoples Bank of Murray.
Performing with Matteson will be
Murray State University's Phi Mu
Alpha Men of Note and the University
Jan Ensemble. Matteson is presently
the featured soloist on valve trombone,
bass trumpet1 and euphonium with the
famed Joe 1Viikel10 group.
For tickets to the Price Doyle iribute
dinner, interested persons can make
reservations by calling the Alumni
Office at 762-3737. The price per plate is
$4.

dairies, however. Most of the products
produced locally for the other dairies
are coffee cream, half & half and
whipping cream, he said.
The installation about seven years
ago of aseptic equipment for the bot•
tling of half & half and whipping cream
has enabled Ryan Milk to acquire the
additional business from the other
states.
The aseptic equipment installation,
the first of its kind in the nation, has
been a boon to distributors as well,
Garrison said: Prior to the production
of the sterile product the dump ( loss(
rate was about 55 per cent on half and
half and whipping cream hesaid.
"We have cut the dump rate from 55
per cent to less than 1 per cent on these
products," he said.

Dairymen, Inc., plans to continue
marketing the milk and other dairy
products under the Midwest name,
Garrison said. Future plans call for the
milk to be marketed under the -FlavoRich" trade name.
Garrison said that most milk
producers in West Kentucky are
members of Dairymen, Inc., and that
all milk sold to Ryan Milk Co. is from
co-op members.
The closing of the production
department in the Paducah dairy-will
mean the loss of about 25 jobs there,
sources said.
The additional production at the
Murray plant will mean several new
jobs here, Garrison said. A few have
already been hired and a few more
persons will be hired later, he said.

Murray Rotary Club To

Hold International Bazaar
The Murray Rotary Club has announced plans to hold an International
Bazaar ( sale and 'auction) at the
Murray High School gym on Thursday.
Oct. 14, at 6 p.m.
The bazaar will be thelirst of its kind
ever held in._Ildurray. More than 200
Rotary Clubs from over 50 countries
around the world have sent gifts
representative of their country and
culture. The items, which range in
value from $5 to perhaps more than
$100, will be sold to the highest bidders.
"This is the largest collection of fine
International gift items I have seen
since visiting the Houston International
Bazaar Last year," Murray Rotary Club
president Ray Mofield said. "I hope to
get some myself and do much of my
Christmas shopping," he added.
Some of the items to be auctioned
include: paintings. jewelry. handmade

baskets, paper weights, ornaments,
leather articles, statuettes, carvings,
engravings, historical items and many
more.
Rotary Clubs from 53 different
countries have contributed items to the
Murray bazaar to date.
Dr. Allen H. Moffitt is chairman of
the bazaar and Charles Wynn is serving
as co-chairman. Other Rotarians
working on bazaar committees are
Charles Walston, Joe Belcher and Ed
Strohecker.
Officers of the local club, in addition
to Mofield, are A. W.Simmons,Jr., vice
president; Ted Vaughn, secretary and
Carnie Hendon,treasurer.
The general public is invited to attend
the bazaar. Many of the items to be
auctioned will be featured in store
windows prior to the event. Proceeds
will go to local Rotary charities.

Leading Indicators Show
First Drop Since Feb. '75
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government index designed to anticipate future economic trends fell
during August for the first time since
the current recovery began, the
government reported today.
The Commerce Department said its

carer And Ford Back At Home
Bases After Campaign Swings
By DAVE RILEY
Associated Press Writer
Both Jimmy Carter and President
Ford are back at their home bases, with
Ford resuming the role of White House
incumbent and Carter re-eiraluating
campaign strategy. .
Ford returned to Washington on
Monday aller his first extensive
campaign trip of the season, a threeday tour of the South.
And he began laying plans to portray
himself as a world leader in advance of
his second debate with Carter,
scheduled for San Francisco on Oct,6.
Carter, who has seldom been off the
campaign trail in the past month, was
at home in Plains, Ga., today for two
days of rest and to re-evaluate his
strategy for the remainder of the
campaign.
The break in campaigning for Carter

had boien planned for some time. Aides
had long....said the Democratic
presidential nominee was planning to
take some time off near the end of
September to decide how he could best
spend his time for the remainder of the
campaign.
Carter aides said the decisions made
in Plains in the next few days will
determine where Carter will spenii the
bulk of his effort in October.
Carter's running mate, Sen. Walter
Mondale, took Monday off. Ford running mate Sen. Bob Dole was campaigning in the Midwest.
Ford's plans are to remain at the
White House, Meeting with a procession
of visiting foreign ministers to set the
scene for the second presidential
debate. The subject of that debate is
foreign policy and national security,
and Ford's plans call for holding

numerous meetings with the foreign
leaders to portray him as working on
world affairs.
Republican strategists plan for Ford
to claim in the San Francisco debate
that he is experienced in global
diplomacy and that he has conducted a
successful foreign policy. On the other
hand, Ford will portray Carter as
having never dealt with representatives of foreign nations in any official
capacity other than as governor of
Georgia.
And to help underscore his claim of
on-the-job experience, Ford summoned
Democratic and Republican leaders of
Congress to the White House to discuss
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger's
peacemaking efforts in Africa.
Ford returned Monday night from
three days of campaigning in the South,
(See Politics,Page 12)

composite index of leading indicators
fell 1.5 per cent in August, due
primarily to a higher layoff rate in
manufacturing and reduced business
spending.
The drop is the first since February,
1975, and the largest since the 3.4 per
cent decline a month before that.
A decline in the index is generally a
signal of slower growth in the economy.
The initial report is subject to substantial revision, so that the initial
figures are not necessarily solid. Most
economists consider a three-inenth
drop or increase in the index to be
necessary before they consider a
change in direction for the economy is
indicated.

Special Ceremony
Set By Murray OES
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star will hold a special
celebration commemorating the fortieth birthday of the chapter in Murray
on Thursday, September 30, at 7:30
p.m. at the Masonic Hall, located on the
north side of the court square.
The chapter was organized here in
Murray on September 29, 1936. Mrs.
Frances Churchill is currently serving
as worthy matron and Eunice Henry as
worthy patron of the chapter who invite
all members to attend the special
event.
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Engagement Announced

'Dm&

Whitnell Cabin Scene Of Supper
Held .13,rMartin's Chapel Women
The Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women met
for a potluck supper at the Lak(
cabin of Hilda and Harmon
Whitnell.
Members and their families
enjoyed a bountiful rheal after

Not All Animals as
Smart as Mink

which a bon fire was lit and
Rev. Charles Morris gave the
devotion.
Officers elected for the
coming year are Frances
Whitnell, president; Susan
Cunningham, vice-president;
11

By Abigail Van Buren
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LIBRARY NOTES

DEAR ABBY: Can animals count? I used to see horses in
the circus obey their trainers by picking up their feet and
putting them down according to the number the trainer
called out. My father said there was some kind of trick to it.
But listen to this. We raisecipa female mink on our farm
last year and she had a litter of five. Every day at feeding
time this mother mink would make five little patties from
her scoop of ground meat, then call her offspring to eat.
She never made six, and she never made four. Always
five. So wouldn't you say she could count?
TERRI

From Margot* Pestling

New books at the Calloway and money as you establish a
County Public Library include household of your own are tips
the following:
offered in this illustrated
I BELIEVE, by Grant volume.
Teaff. Word Books.
• "I believe" is the phrase
that captures the spirit and
DEAR TERRI: I would say that your mother mink could
indeed count. But not all animals are as smart as the mink.
soul of the man who led Baylor
What other female owns a mink coat as long as she lives?
University to its first Southwest Corderence football
DEAR ABBY: My husband all call him "Pat") is a
championsffp in-fifty years.
inusician, and he works evenings. We have a small child,
THE SILVER LEOPARD,
tut occasionally I like to see Pat work, so I get a sitter, and
by Zoe Cass. Random.
'Untie JOirand-Aunt Mae take-me iThey'reabout the
Tuesdiy,September 29
Caroline Westwood returns
age of my parents.)
, Free lecture on the Tranto her family's home in
One night Uncle Joe and his wife took me to hear Pat, and
remmet-tirr-100/15-dIta-tton
when they brought me home, Uncle Joe walked me to the
Scoland to find her mother
Technique will be in Room 206
door. It was quite dark, so he grabbed me and kissed me
has died suddenly. Her sad- at
Stewart Stadium at 7:30 p.
hard on the lips, and then he pinched my behind. I was so
ness.
at
not
being
with her m. This is free
Miss Tar&Lvnne Eissler
and open to
shocked I dropped my key!
mother at the time of her
everyone.
Mr. and Mrs. CIfford R. Eissler, Boonville, Ind., announce
The next day as soon as Pat left for work, Uncle Joe came
death
is
heightened
by
the
over to see me. I didn't like the look in his eye, so I picked
the engagemrnt of their daughter, Tara Lynne, to Edward
hostility and strange behavior
up the baby and went into the bathroom with her and
William Dennison, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Dennison,
Ruth Sunday School Class of
of her stepsister Flora and
locked the door behind me.
Jackson, Tenn.
First Baptist Church will meet
wouldn't
do
stepbrother Cosmo.
He kept calling to me to open the door, but I
Miss Eissler-is a junior at Murray State University majoring
at the home of Mrs. Clayborne
it. Finally he left.
HOW 10 SOLVE YOUR
in
business
education
with
Jones at 7:30 p. m.
a
minor
in
marketing.
She
is
emAbby, I don't know whether to tell my husband or not. I
DECORATING PROBLEMS,
ployed at The College Shop in Murray"
don't want to put a strain on their relationship, but I really
by Barbara T. Bradford.
Mr. Dennison received his B. S. in Business and M. A. degree
am afraid Uncle Joe will make a habit of coming.over, and
Sigma Alpha -Iota Alumni
Simon and Schuster.
in
education
from Murray State University. He is a partner in
he frightens me.
Chpater will meet at seven p.
Whatever
your
decorating
*BIG PROBLEM
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods, Murray.
problems may be, this book m. at Stacey's Restaurant,
The couple will be married Friday, November 26, at the
offers
hundreds of solutions to Paducah.
DEAR PROBLEM: Tell Uncle Joe if he cures over again
Hemenway Memorial Presbyterian (lurch, Boonville, Ind.,
help
you
create the comfort,
while Pat is gone, you will tell Pat EVERITHING. Then
with Rev. William Gorton officiating.
LaLeche League will meet
follow through.
individuality, antkgood looks
you have always wanted in at 7:30 p. m. at the home of
DEAR ABBY: My husband is all the time bringing home
Pat Estes, 301 North Fourth
your home.
nuts, candy and gooey pastry even though he knows how
THE HOPE OF GLORY,by Street.
hard I'm trying to lose weight.
John Coburn. Seabury Press.
He's lucky. He can eat anything and not gain an ounce. If
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
This book begins with an
I just LOOK at a piece of candy, I gain a pound.
will meet at home Of
WOW
analysis
of
Ingmar
Bergman's
about
am,
husband
cracks
fat
dirty
so
made
how
I
has
My
why does he tempt me with all that fattening stuff? He
"Scenes From a Marriage," Martha Andrus at seven p. m.
' Mrs. 'Freya Mathis was the Murray State University as the author, an Episcopal
knows I don't have any willpower.
NO HELP FROM HUBBY special guest speaker at the
Murray TOPS Club will
spoke on the topic, "It's Neat BLhop, examines the human
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
meeting of the Hazel Woman's To
experiences
of
life,
death,
and
Be Neat." She was inDEAR NO HELP: He tempts you because: 111Conscieus- Club held on Thursday,
Church, Main at 15th Streets,
troduced by Mrs. Max Parks. new life.
ly or unconsciously be wants you to be fat. 121 He's unkind September 16, at
at seven p.
seven
p.
m.
OUR
LAND
TOO,
by
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth,
and inconsiderate. 131 He enjoys sweets and figures that at
the
Haze'
Community
Anthony
Dunbar.
Pantheon.
your Lack of willpower is your problem, not his.
president, presided and Mrs.
MSU Women's Society will
Center.
Mr. Dunbar allows the
Hughes Bennett gave the
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
The speaker who is an inpeople-a village of poor have a salad buffet at the
Know." send El to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., structor in home economics at
Murray Woman's Club House
blacks and angry poor
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long.
at 6:30 p. m.
whites-themselves
to
tell
the
sel(-addrtsaed, stamped t 24e) envelope
story of the waste of their lives
Wednesday,September 29
in a-SbUthern setting.
Senior Citizens will meet for
LINDBERG, by Leonard meal from 11:45
a.m. to two
Mosley. Doubleday.
September 23, 1976
p.m. at the Douglas ComLong before Lindberg's munity Center.
Adults 130
Activities will
death, Mosley began this follow at
Nursery 8
2:30 p.m.
study of his enigmatic hero as
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Your physical quotient is the real
he tries to p187 A remarkable
Thursday,September 30
Baby Girl Oliver (mother
measure of your fitness,stamina and Frances), Rt. 1, Springville,
man in perspective.
Ellis Center will be open
endurance. Here's how (and why)
, BETTY CROCKER'S from ten a.m. to three p.m.f3r
Tn., Baby Boy Raspberry
men and women should take their
STARTING OUT, by Betty Senior Citizens with bingo at
(mother Rita G.), Rt. 1, Hazel,
measure. Special charts give P.Q.
Crocker. Golden Press.
10:30 a.m., sack lunch at noon,
DISMISSALS
ratings for people from age 15 on
How to get the most out of and table games at one p.m.
Miss
Jennifer
A.
Paschall,
up See where you stand, in
your home, furnishings, food'
214 Wilson, Paris, 'tn., Willie
I.esson on ceramics for
H. Teague, 513 Foster Ave.,
senior ci:izens will be at. St.
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Renae L.
John's -Episcopal Church
McDougal and Baby Boyipt.
Center from one to 3:30 p.m.
2, Murray, Mrs. Elva J.
Schroeder and Baby Boy, Box
Mrs. Treva Mathis
Calloway County Chapter of
21, Almo, Mrs. Vera V. Smith, devotion. The club discussed
Oet details about Special $30,000
NOW will meet a: the United
Box 54, Dexter, Mrs. Betty J. attendance of the members at
Sweepstakes where you buy your
Campus Ministry at seven
Inman, Rt. 1, Box 146, the Fall meeting of the First
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
p.m.
Reader's Digest! Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Nora L. District KFWC at Lone Oak on Associated
Press Food Editor
Tabers, Rt. 1, Box 219B, October 9.
OWNER FOR FOUR
Murray
Civic
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy L.
Music
Potato Puffs
Mrs. , Harold Wilkinson, Baked Chicken
Salad Bowl
Association will present
Burkeen, 111 S. 12th, Murray, chairman of the Read-A-Thon, Green Beans
Oranges Frances
Beverage
Michael 'Lorimer, classical
Undo Riley, Rt. 1, Box 145, a KFWC project,
announced
ORANGES FRANCES
guitarist, in its first concert of
Farmington, Mrs. Mellodean that students at Southwest .34 cups orange juice
the season at Lovett
Nanney, Rt. 1, Dexter, Miss Elementary School
1 envelope unflavored
will be
gelatin
Auditorium, MSU.
Mary J. Grogan, Rt. 1, Box 68, able to participate and
the
2'tablespoonslemon juice
Hardin, Mrs. Sylvadell proceeds will go to the
Men1-3rd cup sugar
Friday,October 1
Cooper, Rt. 4, Murray, Hatten tally Retarded Persons
11-ounce can Mandarin
in the
Golden Age Club will have a
P. Lovins, Hales Tr.Ct. No. 70, state of Kentucky.
oranges, well-drained
potluck luncheon a: noon at
Into a 1-quart saucepan pour
Murray,
Mrs.
Thelma
Hostesses for the meeting
xi cup of the orange juice;
the social hall of the First
McDaniel,Rt. 2, Paris,Tn.
were Mrs. But rwor121' and sprinkle gelatin over it and alUnited
Mehodia.Church.
Mrs. Gerald Gallimore.
low to stand about 5 minutes to
September 24, 1976
soften.
Over
very
low
heat,
Other
members present
• • For Ceiling_
Adults 130
Healing
were Mesdames Steve Knott, with a rubber spatula, stir until
Nursery 8 '
gelatin dissolves. Off heat stir
A small, bt.ix) r'clomn lakes a
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Tommy Story, Gerald Ray, in the remaining orange juice,
new rest from a cei4iag treatSuzanne Thompson, Nancy the lemon juice and sugar until
DISMISSALS
ment applied with paint first in
Mrs. Phayree V. Cook, 726 Simpson, Bob Washer, Hal sugar dissolves. Add Mandarin
3
*
raspberry,
blue, green or black,
oranges.
Ladle
into
4
dessert
Fairlane Dr., Murray, Mrs. Miller, Dale Nance, Sames bowls - preferably
then with 2x2-inch strips of
glass. Chill
Ronald
Latimer,
Tommy
Mary
Elwanda Sawyers, Rt. 1,
western pine or hemlock,
until set; cover and keep
MOM
1
Box 518, Hardin, Miss Penny Paschall, Phil UMW, Joe chilled until served. Makes
finished ckar and spaced one
:4..
servings.
Lorine Smith, Murray Manor Thompson,and Butch Elliott.
inch apart
Spts., D-1, Murray, William
ISfeek0l90"*"1.11., •
,
tem
Balentine, Rt. 3, Box 263,
Murray, Mrs. Joann Matitsi No Bus Rt
thews and Baby Girl, Rt. 8,
Thru Wed.
Benton, Mrs. Willie M. Lane,
I 7:25; 9:101
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Sue A.
Tidwell, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Larry
Eugene Boaz, Rt. 5, Renton,
Porter Bramlett, Box 8, Hazel,,
Michael S. Guthrie, Trailer
7:20,
AMMAR
No. 96 Shady Oaks, Murray,
NI SONO FICTION
9:00
Mrs. Synthia Lucille Gibson,
203 So. 15th St., Murray, Mrs.
Carolyn E. Hudson, Rt. 3,
Benton,
Mrs.
Viola
.P4 MI5 q
McWherter, Rt. 1,Box 159
Cottage Grove, Tn., Finis H.
1.....01ord 4 Omillidel•Wod
Lowery, Rt. 1, Camden, Tn.,
Mrs. Margaret Gundersen,
7:25,8:55
9902 Third Av. Brooklyn, New
Attending the monthly (a mpout of the Twin takers Good Sam Club held September
York, Gladis Jones, 203 No.
17, 18, and 19 at Kenlake State Park were, left to right, front row, Seth Wilson,
Dot
2nd St., Murray, Mrs. Anne E.
Jones. Sharon Graham, Jo Burkeen, Marilyn Herndon, standing, Betty Wagar, C. W.
POOR
McCan, 1616 Miller, Murray,
Jones,[von Jones, lack Wagar, Ginger Graham, I. B. Burkeen, Jimmy Graham, Cheryl
WHITE pi.,
Hurley D. Mullins, :308 So.
Herndon, Ned Wilson, Gina Herndon, Jimmy Herndon, Bill Hill and Norette Hill. A
TRASH
Poplar St., Paris, Tn., Mrs.
potluck supper was held on Saturday night and the group visited the Campers Fair at
Sugar0
PART 11 k
Sue W. Groleans, Murray
Piney Campground, land Between the Lakes, on Saturday. C. W. and Dot Jones were
Manor Apt. 4-1, Murray, Mrs.
wagonmasters.The next monthly campout will be the weekend of October 22, 23,and
Et heline E. Bailey, New
24, at Piney Campground with Charlie and Gala. Adams a wagonmasters.
Concord.
'

(
Of Interest To

Doris Robertson, secretary;
Hazel
Cunningham,
treasurer; Letha Patterson,
Christian personhood; Louise
Bynum, supportive community;
Lorene
Ellis,
Christian social involvement;
Evelyn Coles, Christian global
concerns; Beatrice Henry,
lorninations; Mary Ridings,
nembership.
Plans are being made for
the bicentennial celebration
on October 16.
The meeting was closed
with a poem, "A Little
Thought of Happiness," read
by Miss Frances Whitnell.
Thirty-two persons were
present.

Senior .
Citizens
Golden Age Club
Plans Luncheon

The Golden Age Club will
hold its regular meeting on
Friday, October 1, with a
potluck luncheon at noon at
the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
R. L. Cooper, administrator
of the Calloway County Health
Center, and Mrs. Mona
Purdom, R. N., will be the
guest speakers. They wW
discuss the "Importance of
Health and the Swine Flu
Vaccine."
Mrs. Joe Gertzen, club
president, urges all members
to attend.
In charge of arrangements
will be Mina Waters, Gussie
Adams, Mary Louise Baker,
Calista Clanton, Norman
Saturday,October 2
Klapp, and Rose and Roger
Old fashioned square dance
Burgoyne.
will be held at the WOW Hall
with Euel Bray as caller at
7:30 p.m.

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Wives Auxiliary of Rescue
Squad will have a bake sale in
front of Behr's in Central In 1870 the U.S. population
Shopping Center from ten was 38,558,371. Tali./ it is
over 215 million!
a.m. to five p.m.

Roller Skating
of Murray
Hwy. 641 N
Reguior Sossions 7 30 - 10 Mon Oyu Sot and
Birginnlirs Session Sot. 10-12 2-4.
Parties in Aprikameet

1

Going Out
Of Business
25% .0f! Entire Stock_
*Fabric's Unlimited
(Hri: 9-5 Mon.-Sat.)

Located on South Side of Court Square in Benton.
or

Hospital Report

What's your

october
Reader's Digest

Sunday 2 to

p
.

Mrs. Treva Mathis
Is Hazel Speaker

•44--

Eat the food that won the West.
Win a Pinto our guest
•ECOKIAC ND
: •:ECt4fD
CHICKEN WITPOUT
RF-SVYAT ION!

COOKING
IS FUN

too

coot over to Jerry's every Wednesday
nighrl6r1tve food the West loved

S best.

Choose from two sizes of choice steak.
Barbecue chicken or beef. Smoked sau
sage and beans. And special Kidstuff.
After you've enjoyed the good things to
eat, you may win a prize to keep: Like a
1977 Ford Pinto or other prizes. Register
any Wednesday night 'til Dec. 8, 1976. No
purchase necessary.
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Every Wednesday night
South 12th Street

N MUM'

Ask Us
About Our
Discount
On Medicine
for
Medicare
Patients

AAAPIPA

"ROM

Free Delivery-No Service Charge

753-1340
Clinic Pharmacy
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Why Prentice Lassiter Sits
On The Back Row In Church

OPINION PAGE
Page 4— Tuesday Afternoon,September 28, 1976

Redefining Death
Penalty Needed

which are Prentice's favorite — vividly
red geraniums. These are in the ground
by Sen. Richard Weisenberger
pots all over the place.
Every time I go down Olive and in
RGER
he
WEISENBE
when
did
he
things
first
the
of
One
Boulevard and pass Prentice and Mary
the place was to put out 125
Article already has passed a resolution
One possibility for legislative atLou Lassiter's place, I want to go home bought
settings, 100 of which have
geranium
requesting that the issue be included.
and plow up my yard. In fact, that's
tention during the special session of the
and prospered. He also is proud
Committee Chairman Sen. Bill Sullivan
General Assembly this fall may be a
what Durwood Beatty told me two grown
which he has around all the
ferns,
(D-Henderson) pointed out that if the
change in the state law defining the
years to do to it. Durwood is an of his
ways. Some are as much as
law is declared unconstitutional we
death penalty for specified capital
agriculture professor at _Murray State entrance
across.
feet
would have to wait until the 1978
crimes.
and I had asked him to tell me what it five
Other plants include red azalias,
regular session to consider the
The need for the change stemmed
needed."Plowing," was all he said.
holly and a list of varieties as
measure, during which time the death
from recent U. S. Supreme Court
Prentice and Mary Lou have one of rotenda
your arm, but it has been
as
long
penalty would be banned in Kentucky.
decisions setting out specific guidelines
in
the prettiest homes and yards
catthat
Prentice's thick, lush grass
In a letter to Gov. Carroll, the
to insure that the death penalty is
Murray. It's at 900 Olive and not far
my eye as I pass.
committee stated, "While it was felt by
constitutional. Kentucky Attorney
from 602 Olive where they lived for 27 ches
It's bluegrass and red creeping
several members that technically the
General Robert Stephens and his staff
years before moving to their present
At a time when most yards in
fescue.
subject of the death penalty fell outside
are presently checking the wording of
location in 1971 after buying the George
Murray are browning off for the winthe province of this committee, it was
our statutes with those guidelines to
Upchurch home.
his bluegrass is still a deep green
ter,
nevertheless deemed appropriate that
determine the effect on Kentucky law.
But it's not the same place today.
the tender loving care he
the committee, as a body of legislators,
There is a good chance' that our
Prentice, who retired in 1971 after 16 because of
too,
it.
gives
forward this expression of opinion to
statutes will need to be modified and
years as director of pupil personnel in
has meant hard work and
This,
you. If you agree that a review of the
reworded if we are to keep the death
the city school system and eight years
the yard. When they first
in
hours
long
death penalty should be included in the
If a new state law appears
penalty.
as the county school superintendent,
moved to the place, the soil was poor
special session, the 'appropriate
called for. Stephens has said he will ask
has virtually made over the place.
hard, Prentice, said, kicking the
and
the governor to include it in the special
legislative committee could begin
The house, which was frame, has
with his foot. His first move was
working in the weeks between now and
session.
been bricked. A carport and an extra ground
1,800 pounds of lime and 400
the end of NoVeMber."
has always been an
The
penalty
death
room have been added on the back. to put
pounds of fertilizer on it. Then he had it
The U. S. Supreme Cowl has recently
emotional issue for some and many will
A patio has been built from used brick,
thoroughly before seeding it with
disced
upheld capital punishment laws in
and
redone
argue that it does not reduce the
and the front porch has been
a
the blue grass.
Georgia, Florida, and Texas which
number of serious crimes. But the same
a broken tilt floor put in. One it is a
then, he has just kept it cot and
Since
permit judges or juries to take into
a
and
chairs
three
argument can be made for the con—
set
prized wickif
he
weeds,
watered. To keep it free cif
account mitigating or aggravating
And
of
convicted
criminals.
finement
setee.
mixture of fertilizer and weed
circurastahces. The court struck down
no one would argue that we should
The old sidewalk to the street has uses a
spring. If a stray weed
each
killer
laws in Louisiana, North Carolina and
altogether.
eliminate
punishment
been replaced with a new, brick one,
here or there, he'll dig it out,
Oklahoma which mandated the death
In talking with citizens throughout
which curves around to the side of the comes up
where it was a bit and
ground
the
work
penalty for certain crimes without
folks,
am
where
the
I
District,
First
Senatorial
house to the new driveway
sow some more seeds. During the convinced that an overwhelming
providing such guidance.
naturally, drive up. "Nobody parks in
growing season, he'll mow twice a
If you have any questions concerning
majority favor the death penalty and I
front of the house any more," Prentice
week, but now, in the fall, he's mowing intend to vote to keep it if it comes up
pending or past legislation, please feel
chuckled. "They'd get run over if they
only once a week.
free to call me in Mayfield at 247-8522 or
this fall.
did."
++++++
write me at Box 315, Mayfield, Kenon
cial
The
Committee
++++++
Interirri„Spe
Prentice also has something else in the Implementation of the Judicial tucky 42066.
All kinds of flowers and shrubs have
and
love,
dearly
that I
been planted, the most prominent of " his front yard
that's trees. He has three big oaks,
which he figures to be at least 75 years
old, and three small but rapidly
growing ones which he put out — a
FRI5M 041E
maple, a bitch and a pink dogwood.The
dogwood he dug out of the woods on his
,
brother's farm. This in itself is a trick
to do. I gave up the practice years ago.
There was an old garage beside the
By JOE CRUMP
house when they bought itylaut Prentice
the
beyond
well
back
has moved this
By JOHN CUNNIFF
contributed to the public's low opinion
house on the 250-foot-deep lot and
(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
AP Business Analyst
the
was
said
he
which
business,
big
of
converted it into a "greenhouse". for his
Review the Covigteseioisett Record Doily)
NEW YORK(AP)— A large segment problem to be dealt with.
plants as well as a couple of storage
of the public is disappointed,
as demolition and development of new
The idea that competition is passe
BILL INCREASES
MOMS.
dissatisfied and disenchanted with the
numerous
more
the
in
structures;
really took root
INFORMATION GLUT
Nearby is his bed of roses. "I'm no
everyday performance of American
7. Modifications in local zoning and
and crowded campuses of the late
H. PERCY
said
CHARLES
he
SENATOR
Johnson,"
_Terrell
said
business,
big
business, especially
war-baby
policies to facilitate preservation
the
was
tax
my
This
have
said.
to
1960s, he
apologetically, "but I enjoy my roses. (III.) "...I am very pleased
the speaker.
revitalization of existing neighand
"different students —
generation,
of
sponsors
Sable
of
list
the
our
to
name added
We've had a fresh rose on
"There are the difficulties of mass different in that there were more of
borhoods;
S.3554, the National Neighborhood
every day since early last sprirt, but
distribution,
wide
production,
8. Reorientation of existing housing
them, and different in that they came
Policy Act.
they are beginning to fade now. Guess
heightened expectations, disinterested from a broader spectrum of our
development
community
and
"This legislation introduced by the
you could call them 'the last roses of
workers and other causes," he said. society.t'
and subsidy
tax
other
and
able chairman of the Banking Corn- programs,
summer."
You know them and I know them...."
ds, to
neighborhoo
affect
that
policies
Some of them were strongly inour
mittee (Mr. Proxmire) and
++++++
He wasn't through. Credibility fluenced by the "competition is passe"
objectives.
preservation
support
It has been only since he retired that distinguished colleague, Senator Garn, better
requires that business shouldn't ignore views. "Others found in college an
"I endorse the principle and subhas become such a . green establishes a National Commission on
Prentice
instances
d
demonstrate
excuse
or
atantibusiness
of this legislation and strongly
frit:
base
stance
intellectual
Neighborhoods which will have 2 years
thumber. "Oh, I had messed around
advertising,
misleading
of
prompt consideration by the
its
urge
titudes they were developing."
before
little
existing
of
a
plants
to make as assessment
with flowers and
misrepresented warranties, and other
Senate."
Many of these students are today's
policies, laws, and programs that affect
that," he said, "but after I retired I had
questionable practices, he said.
teachers, Murphy said. And their
to have something to do and this has neighborhoods and to make recom- +++++---.
Moreover, "we cannot overlook the syllabus includes the aatibusiness
mendations. Among the many items to CHUMP'S GRASS
been it. And I enjoy it."
admitted wrongdoings of some of our concepts learned in their college days,
ROOTS COMMENT
after
year
last
only
retired
be considered are:
Mary Lou
country's largest and most respected
The information expected to be
attitudes which have worked their way
grade
first
promote
and
to
mechanisms
kindergarten
New
1.
teaching
business,
big
corporations." Business,
by the National Neighdeveloped
into the conventional wisdom- of our
think
neighdidn't
City
existing
she
first
in
t
"At
reinvestmen
Years.
for 30
must be more attentive to customers. It society.
Act, is probably,'
Policy
borhood
Prentice
retirement,"
borhoods;
she would like
must correct mistakes "promptly and
Question: Is the bad ifnage of
of com- without question, already available
other day she
means
the
effective
"but
More
grin,
a
2.
with
said
fully."
the DEPARTMENT OF
business a consequence of its
said she didn't know how she had had munity participation in local govern- from
The speaker: Thomas A. Murphy, irregularities or a result of biased
URBAN
AND
HOUSING
time to teach before." The former ment;
chairman of General Motors Corp., communications that begins with
For
(HUD).
MENT
DEVELOP
north
up
grew
the
survival
she
encourage
to
Waggoner,
Policies
3.
Mary Lou
world's largest manufacturing en- college instructors?
Model
of
departments
HUD's
example,
the
from
of economically and socially diverse
of town, while Prentice comes
terprise, at a meeting a few days ago of
Cities and Governmental Relations;
neighborhoods;
Elm Grove area out east.
the Associated Industries of New York.
Renewal and Housing Assistance;
blockbusting
++++++
4. Policies to prevent
Murphy's speech was remarkably
Metropolitan Development; and
enough
in
early
speculation
church
n,
resegregatio
to
gets
redlining,
Prentice
candid and expressive in delineating
Mortgage Credit and Federal Housing
grab
to
to
Baptist
and
ds,
First
reviving neighborhoo
It is not only men who get tired of the
every Sunday at
what he perceives to be the weaknesses
(FHA) have "programs" to cover
just
It
pew.
last
hip;
very
home-owners
urban
the
in
promote
seat
fed
up
so
too,
get
Women,
yoke.
end
marital
an
of big business and the measures
about every situation that might
5. Policies to encourage better
dawned on me why. He's probably
needed to correct them and thus avoid at times that they blow their topdevelope in a neighhorbood.
that
maintenance and management of
tuckered out from taking care of
s—figuratively speaking, of course,
more government regulation.
Why take 2 costly years to gather
doesn't
and
plants
housing;
rental
those
all
existing
yard and
The marketplace, he said, is a better because no woman would be so silly and
information? And what
duplicate
him
6. Policies to make maintenance and
like to have anyone sitting behind
regulator than government, but improvident as to blow up anything that
the Committee to reduce
to
happened
during
at
nods
structures
existing
of
n
sleepily
he
rehabilitatio
when
to notice
business has failed to communicate this is an asset.
paper-work?
flood
of
the
unnecessary
viewpoint
tax
least as attractive from a
the sermon.
to the people who are urging more
regulation.
"To me, the lesson is clear: We in the
Let's Stay Well
community of bigger businesses must
be more accessible to our customers.
Federal Level
We must identify better with them and
U.S. Sea. Welter "Dee" Heilkston (D)
their needs. We simply must serve
3327 Dirksen Whin
them better."
Weehigree, D. C. 20510
But all this came after Murphy
and
candidly
equally
related
By F.J.L. Blasingame MD
It. S. Seg. Wendell N. Ford (0)
•
revealingly some views that seem to
4121 Dirltson &Mimi
The .dentist also can check
Stressful changes in a child's next five months and were asked
make, or perhaps parents are
Washington, D. C. 20S10
have wide acceptance in business
teeth for small cavities and fracto the children's
life increase his or her chances about the frequency and severity
attending
not
judge,
today, and which, some might
of accidents they might have extures, as well as inspect the
of having an accident.
activities and hazards in the enU.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.(0)
gums and soft tissues for disease
colored his later admissions.
Wash- perienced.
of
time.
University
this
of
A
team
during
vironment
BaBding
Meese
Office
Canon
423
Children's schedules are also
A review of the results showed
by
headed
the
that
propose
researchets.
ington
"What has prompted Americans to
may
"Some
C.
Wesliingtea, D. 20515
variable, depending on diet.
Abraham Bergman. M.D., in- no relationship between the
children have more accidents
modify their traditional suspicion of
All U S Senators and Representatives
ng children and
cleaning habits, and develophigh-risk-taki
of
phenomenon
the
they
vestigated
because
this
time
during
and
the
costly
favor
to
and
government
may be reached by telephone by dialing
ment of the teeth and related
"accident-prone" children. The the number of accidents reare showing 'emotional
dangerous intrusion of the public sector
202' 224-31 2 1 where a U S Capitol
struotures
Depend on your denported.
An
appeared
out'
studies
the
'acting
of
are
or
results
behavior'
connect you with the of
operator,
into the private?" he asked.
tist for advice and guidance
recently in Pediatrics, the scienimplication of this research
However,"a child's score on a
choice
your
of
ficiol
regarding fregiency of visits to
Murphy said he didn't think
tific journal of the American life-change questionnaire did
that it mala-es it less likely that
.see him.
State Level
Academy of Pediatrics
educators were directly at fault, but he
'accident proneness' is a lifelong
correlate with his likelihood of
The team divided 103 7th- sustaining an injury ... Subjects
characterists of a person One's
left little doubt that he believes --they
State Soot Richard Wiristnelierger(0)
Q Mrs B.C. asks about the
grade boys into groups of high-. having high life-change scores
tendency to be an accident
State Capitol BeiWiag
benefits of eating the leafy parts
low- and medium-risk taking had significantly more accidents
repeater will fluctuate' over
Frankfort, Ky. 40601,
of vegetables.
behavior. These classificatiors than those with low scores," the
time, according to the events in
Sr
were based on otiservations by authors reported In fact, the
one's life."
bete 7, ihryfisid, Ky 47066
'Al The leafy parts give flavor,
judges who watched the boys with high life-change scores
color and bulk to the diet, as well
sports.
how
various
in
know
to
0.W
wants
children
kir.
Q.
had
(0)
as
twice
many
loos
accidents
C.
Kismet%
State Mop.
They are reliable
The same boys filled out a during the study as those who
often a person should have his as nutrition.
State Capitol %NW,
by carriers, S2 25 per month, payable in
sources of vitamins A. B and C.
Rating
t
Readjustmen
dentist
a
by
Social
teeth
cleaned
had
on
low
the
life'
scores
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
advance By moil in Calloway County
A. Scheduled cleanings of the as Well as minerals.
Questionnaire. They were asked change questionnaire.
St
and to Benton. Nordin, Mayfield, Sedalia
In general. the deeper the colthey
that
event
any
record
teeth by a dentist vary in Ireto
1015 3n1 St , Merrey, Ky. 42071
and Farmington Ky and Paris.
The
concluded
researchers
of the leaves.and stems the
or
especially
time
is
Auency The average
had experienced,
Buchanan and Puryear, Tern. $15 00
do
life
"Why
changes
stressful
the vitamin and mineral
higher
serious
like
for
stiessful happenings
about every six months
Stith, lap. Lloyd C. asp,(0)
per year By moi/ to other destinations,
accidents"
to
predispose
A good rule to follow
content
school.
suspension from
adults Some people. because of
State Capitol Wilding
$30 00 per year
Perhaps children are not paying
Cook such leafy vepkables
past
the
during
and
smoklike,
habits
the
and
hygiene
oral
40601
Ky
Freaktert,
KenPress,
Member of Associated
as much attention to what they
in a small amount .of
year.
ing. may need to go more often, quickly.
et
tucky Press Association and Southern
are doing, out of preoccupation
water and save the water for
were
boys
the
longer
for
go
can
Subsequently.
others,
while
MU
Ky.
Wiese,
P.O. Sea IS.
Newspaper Publishers Association
with the changes they have to
soups or sauces
interviewed once a week for the
than six months
By M.C. Garrott

Bible Thought
"Fear not,0 land; be glad and
rejoice: for the Lord will do
, great things. Joel 2:21.
Nations ought to learn to put
their trust in the Lord rather
than in their military might,
their political prowess, or their
economic endeavors. God's
greatness leads to rejoicing.

10 Years Ago
U. S. Navy Captain ( Retired)
Gaylord T. Forrest of Murray has been
named administrator of the Western
Kentucky Regional Mental Health and
Mental Retardation Advisory Board.
Nancy Baker, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Baker, ,senior at Murray
High School, has been named a semifinalist in the twelfth annual National
:iMerit Scholarship Corporation.
Melanie Boyd, daughter of Mr. and
i:44Es. William Boyd, was awarded a
!,."...1etter of commendation by the corporation.
f; Deaths reported include Mrs. Lora
Bell Williaths, and Mrs. Alva Shern;, well.
ti Mr. and Mrs. Luther Jones will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary with an open house on
October 2. They were married on
.October 1, 1916.
f
Linda Dunn was installed as worthy
advisory of Murra • Assembly No. 19
of Girls at the
_
installation held at the Masonic Hall.

Years Ago
120
„z-

A resolution in commemoration of the
services of the late Dr. J. A. Outland
was passed by the Calloway County
Health Department and is published
today in the Ledger & Times.
E. B. Howton of Murray addressed
the group of about 500 people at the
meeting of the Kentucky Artificial
Breeders Association held at St.
Matthews yesterday. The work of J. C.
'Kemp, local technician, was praised at
the meeting.
Mrs. Frances C. Johnson of Murray is
a $100 winner in the Plymouth Solid
Gold License Plate Jackpot which
began last May and closed in July,
Motor
7' according to officials of Taylor
Company.
Births reported include a boy, Gary
• Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs. Bareny Dee
Tubers on September 14, and a boy,
Ronald Gene, to Mr. and Mrs. Arlon
Polk Tyler on September 15.
A donkey basketball game will be
held at New Condord High School on
October 1.

t
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Session Should Not Attempt To Change County
Offices

ADUCAH, Ky. ( AP) — The Kentuc general Assembly — in
its upcoming 'special session — should not
attempt' to' approve legislation that
would cause sweeping changes in
the
operation of county BfftFes, Gov. Julian
Carroll says.
"My suggestion is that the General
Assembly restrict its legislation in the
special session to only the im-

plementation of the Judicial Article and
changes in those(county) offices which
are absolutely necessary," Carroll said
in an Interview during the weekend.
Last week,several *estern Kentucky
lawmakers predicted that proposals for
changing the operations of most county
offices would result in a heated battle
during the special session, which will be
called later this year to implement the

final phase of the Judicial Article
,
approved by the voters last year.
One of them, Rep. Kenny Imes, I)Murray, said he felt the new judicia
l
system would be too expensive and
probably would result in an increase in
taxes.

But Carroll said the "article will be
implementeed without a tax increase.

An AP News Artalysis

Ford Expects irScore Some
Surprises In Southern States

8

windup on Monday.
By WALTER R. MEARS
beat.
States,"
said
William
It seemed to play well In
AP Special Correspondent
Ford advisers „said the Greener, deputy chairman of
deepes
t Dixie. There were President was
WASHINGTON (AP) —
tailotirig his gre
.rd's campaign committee.
From the Natchez to Mobile, thousands of Southerners to emphasis to
his audiences.. He Rut Greener said that some
President Ford tuned his listen and cheer in the levee raised no new
issues. His call,. who stayed to listen might
campaign themes to the rallies Saturday during his on Monda
y for a crusade teep have been persuaded
conservative Deep South, and Mississippi River cruise on against crime,
with tough about the candidate, too.
his strategists Said those the sternwheeler Natchez, measures agains
t repeat
Greener and White House
overtures to Jimmy Carter's more thousands on the offenders
and
violent, Press Secretary Ron Messer)
Presid
ent's rovte across the streetwise
neighbors showed that the
youths,fit the same said there are no firm plans
President can win there in Mississippi Gulf Coast on pattern.
now for further fors into the
Sunday.
November.
By White House estimates,' Deep South. Nessen said
,
But the cheers and crowds Ford
Ford said after his first
saw or was seen by decisions on late, caninat,gn
September
Southern campaign swing that of
don't 113,000 people during
his targets have not been made
he expects to score some necessarily mean votes on heavy campaignin
g
on yet. He said they will depend
surprises in Southern states. A Nov. 2.
Saturday and Sunday.
on polls and other soundings
Ford and his advisers say
spokesman said Monday night
But there was no gauge to so that Ford's personal votethe President thought his that they rill, arguing that determine how many
people hunting can be concentrated
three-day trip was "just Carter, the Democratic were there to see a president
on aides where, his,chances
presidential nominee, is too of
terrific."
the United States, and how are best.
liberal
for the tastes of his own many were there
Ford talked of 8 strong,
to applaud a
Ford said as'hetraveled
high-budget national defense; Southern homeland. But campaigning
Republican that he is writing off no state.
Carter
also
emphasizes politician.
scorned federal gun control;
"We thought it was a very
and added a tough law-and- conservative positions in the
"You'd have to say that good trip," Greene
r said when
'South
—
and
he
does it In a-- perliaps 25 per cent of
ordee-message in his Miami
the it was over. "It proved some
down-home drawl. That could-, crowd
s came to see a things — and one is that we
-he a tough combination to president
of the United are not writing off the South."
TVA
STRUCTURE
FOR SALE

Dempsey Named To
Head Authority

The Tennessee Valley
Authority offers for sale(I)
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) one
Rodney P. Dempsey of
wood
structure
fabricated and erected on
Hopkinsville is the new
board a steel barge.
executive director of the
Building is approximately
Kentucky
Industrial
16' wide by 75'long with apDevelopment Finance
proximately 150 If. of
Authority.
galvanized l' -inch piping,
Gov., Julian
Carroll
felt roof and no floor. The
announced Dempsey's apwindows are of little value.
pointment Monday, and said it
Located on old barge anwould become effective Oct. 1.
chored at Empire Farm
Dempsey is now executive
shoreline. All of building
vice president of the Greater
will be removed from
Carbondale Area Chamber of
TVA premises within (30)
Commerce in Carbondale,Ill.
thirty days from date of
award and the barge left in
ENZYMES
a clean and orderly conMAMARONECK, N.Y. (AP)
dition. Bid forms and
— Enzymes, the tiny protein
detailed information may
molecules which speed up
be obtained from the Adchemical reactions, are found
ministrative Office, Land
in all living organisms. They
Between The Lakes,
are essential to virtually all viGolden Pond, Kentucky
tal bodily processes in human
42231, Telephone Number
beings, such as the digestion of
502-924-5602. Persons infood.
As an example, doctors have
terested in inspecting the
found that before milk and milk
structure should contact
products can be properly dithe above office between
gested — absorbed by our bod-'
7:00 a.m. and 3:45 p.m.
ies and used as fuel — lactose,
Monday through Friday.
a large sugar molecule found in
Sealed bids will be received
milk, must be broken down and
for the described structure
conver
ted to smaller molecules.
until 10:00 a.m. Daylight
This is accomplished by an enSaving rune October 6,
zyme called lactase which is
1976.
found in the cells lining the
small intestine.

er
hi
er
t
ce

approved earlier this year.
Legislation at the special session will
deal with the establishment of the
district courts which will replace city,
county and magistrate courts.
Carroll has said that other topics
which would be brought up at the
session include workmen's cornDens4tion. the state's death penalty law
and problems associated
with
Louisville's sewer system.
Duties in three empty offices will
eroprience major changes because of
the Judicial Article, the governor said.

"Any changes made in other offices
in the courthouse are not necessary,"
Carroll said. "The Judicial Article does
ritt. directly affect anyone but the*
county judge, county clerk and circuit
clerk."
The governor said 26 committees are
studying implementation of the article
and its impact on local offices.
"Presently there's a lot of discussion
and a lot of controversy but when the
session starts the issues will be identified and the answers will be more
definite," Carroll said.

Broadcaster Plans To Complain
About Weather Radio Warnings
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A Kenserve parts of Kentucky, and they
tucky broadcaster plans to write to the
operate on three different frequencies,
Federal Communications Commission
said Jim Matthews, the division's
and other authorities to complain about
director of communications.
the perforrnance of the National
The severe weather warnings Sunday
Oceanic
and
Atmospheric
night affecting the northern Kentucky
Administration (NOAA) Weather
counties of Grant, Gallatin, Boone,
Radio warning system during the
Kenton, and Campbell, were broadcast
recent severe storms in southern
by the Cincinnati station in the warning
Indiana and northern Kentucky.
network, Matthews said.
Jack Fultz, whZ) operates radio
Since the National Weather Service
station WVCM in Carrollton, some 50
issued no warnings affecting the area
milek northeast of Louisville near the
served by the Louisville station, those
Ohio listr,said Monday he received no
with receivers tuned to the Louisville
word via the NOAA network of the
station, which operates on a different
approaching'severe weather Sunday
frequency, received no warning,
night.
Matthews said.
A state Disaster and Emergency
"I thought we were supposed to
Services Division °Weisl said that
monitor Louisville," Fultz said. "Why
probably was because the monitor at
should we be monitoring Cincinnati
WVCM was tuned to receive the
when 90 per cent of the storms are going
Louisville station in the warning netto be coming in from the west and
.
work.
southwest?"
Nine stations in the NOAA network
Fultz said he felt the Louisville NOAA

station should also have broadcast a
warning. "I'm quite sure they should
have," he said.
He said he would write to officials
involved with the warning system and
to the Federal Communications
Commission to complain.
Matthews said persons wishing to
receive warnings for the Louisville
area and for northern Kentucky can do
so by using a monitor that receives two
frequences.
By using a three-frequency monitor,
he said, they can receive warnings for
the Louisville area, northern Kentucky
and the Lexington area.
The warning system is operated by
the National Weather Service, Matthew
said, and the state pays part of the
salarielof the operators.
He said the stations for Kentucky are
in Louisville, Cincinnati, Lexington,
Ashland, Hazard, Somerset, Bowling
Green, Evansville, Ind.,and Mayfield.
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Carroll

OFFEIA
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mweemerecomegam
Siesta and Fiesta in Florida
at the new ,i///

supported by me."
He added, however, that under the
new system the state Supreme Court
will have the power to order that
"additional funds be allocated for the
operation of the new court system.
"If the General Assembly fails to
previcie the necessary funds," that
could result in a tax increase, Carroll
said.
The Judicial Article established a
four-tier court system. Legislation
Implementing the Supreme Court,
Court of Appeals and circuit courts was
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FLORIDA 32018

/a UM On

the
eral

WV%
hies
.of

• for

NO
HOLD
ORDERS!

ASST.
COLORS &
WHITE!

FREE DELIVERY!

BRING YOUR •CAR •TRUCK OR STATION WAGON (YOU HAUL & SAVE MOREW)

the
•.as
var.
well
.bie
• C.

OUR NEW FALL FURNITURE
IS ARRIVING DAILY & WE
CANNOT STORE
THIS FURNITURE UNTIL
EXT YEAR —SO WE'RE SELLING
IT OUT AT BIG
SAVINGS TO YO

SIM NM IMO

OS OM MI falai

Phone

(904)
761-2210
or
mail
coupon
today

Please send information
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP

DAYTONA BEACH • FLORIDA

NOTE ... Ia%
LOCATION:DI

u BURLEY MART

HI-WAY 60 WEST
JUST BEYOND
1 24 OVERPASS'

NO PHONE
ORDERS!

nip HOME FURNISHINGS CO. SALESMEN IN ATTENDANCE SAVE SS NOW!
c

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE•CASH OR•CREDIT

NO NOLO OR tOD TICKETS DURING SALES
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Patty Hearst's New Home Looks Like A Campus At First Glance
By TIM REITERMAN
Associated Press Writer
PLEASANTON, Calif.(AP)
-- Al first glance, Patricia
Hearst's new home seems to
be a modern college campus,
with* casually dressed young
men and women lounging on
patios, sunbathing on lawns or
reading on dormitory steps.
But suifoiinding it is a tall
wise. mesh fence, designed to
make sure that the forgers,air
pirates, drug smugglers and
bank robbers don't leave the
relaxed surroundings before

their graduation date.
The U.S. Bureau of Prisons
on Monday assigned the
newspaper heiress to the twoyear-old Federal Youth
at
Center
Correction
Pleasanton to serve her sevenyear bank robbery sentence.
Shw becomes eligible for,
parole in 16 months.
Prison spokesman Bill Meko
says that after a sort of
freshman orientation, Miss
Hearst will be given a private,
air conditioned room in One of
the four dormitories. Each

room is equipped with a bed,
desk, dresser and toilet. She
can decorate any way she
wishes and is responsible for
keeping it clean. The room has
a window without bars.
Miss Hearst has been in a
hospital room here since her
sjItencing last Friday.
She was taken Monday to
the Alameda County Courthouse for secret testimony
before a grand jury investtgating her Feb. 4, 1974,
kidnaping. She was expected
to identify Symbionese
Liberation Army members
William and Emily Harris as
y
zsufrhinegr abrdu=roabs shre

mainly so prisoners can television, shuffleboard and
readjust smoothly to society billiards.
"She Will get a job
when released.
The former University of assignment," Meko says. "It
California coed can wear
street clothes.
In her spare time, she will
have access to the dorm
recreational facilities

Civil Rights

Meeting Held

No Protiem In
Carter Campaign

'v. LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
The issue of civil rights is
-explosive," according to Dr.
Alartin Perley, executive
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — director of the Louisville
According to the chairman of Jefferson County Human
Jimmy Carter's Kentucky Relations Commission.
campaign, there's no serious
Perley_made that comment
problem between campaign Monday during a civil rights
E1
officials and the state conference here and added
"
party.
that the issue is ignored by
Another witness was Miss Democratic
N
Dale Sights, commenting on politicans and government
fiance,
former
Hearst's
published report that there agencies.Steven Weed, who was with a
had been legal problems
He noted th:st President
kidthe
of
time
the
at
her
between campaign leaders Gerald Ford and Democratic
naping.
and party officials, said there presidential nominee Jimmy
Prison officials here say
were some problems that Carter did not mention civil
'Miss Hearst will be treated
-took time to put together."
rights during their debate last
just like the other residents of
Sights
said
Monday
the
Thursday.
the
as
the 10-acre "campus,"
problems resulted from
-Though it has been kept
staff calls the prison.
election laws that no quiet," Perley said,, "the
federal
.
is
facility
progressive
The
designed to be as close to the one fully understood until two problem is still the most exago.
plosive in the nation.
outside world as possible, weeks

Enter irreel °

The
Reader's Digest
$30,000
A special sweepstakes, just for store
Supershoppersi $10,000 top prize. Full details
Sweepstakes. on store copies of the October Reader's
Digest-and on entry blanks available
in stores. No purchase necessary. Entry
is free. Its fun. And one of the winners
could be you!

october
Reader's Digest

THAT'S A FACT

might be, for example, in the
kitchen, as a clerk in the
business office, in the
mechanical services as a
plumber or electrician,
depending on her interests and
our needs.
"If she wanted, she could
lake college courses here to
continue her education or
correspondence courses."
And she *ill be free to
socialize with'the 100 men and
135 women residents between
the ages of 18 and 26, listening
to the juke box in the
recreation center, playing
tennis on covered outdoor
courts, attending weekend
dances and picnics.
She can do almost anything
she wishes as long as she
doesn't break the three cardinal prison rules: no drugs,
no sex and no escape.

TIME TO CHANGE!
HOW LONG WOULD IT TAKE YOU
TO ARRANGE THESE 15 BOOKS IN
AU. POSSIBLE WAYS? YOU'D
NEVER GUESS IT WOULD TAKE
2,487,996 YgARS IF you MADE
ONE CHANGE PER MINUTE!
•

MATTRESSES ARE FINE
5LEEDINEP-AOT
FOR
THE
5TASHING AWAY
F-OR
A FAR
FAMILY BAM,ROLL!/HONEY
FOR
BETTER PLACE
PAyROLL SAVINGS
A
SPECIFIED
Is IN
A
PLAN WHERE>MR MONEY
AMoUNT OF
FROM EACH
IS SET ASIDETHAT WAY
CHECA.
PAY
WITH 5AFE
427u wiND UPUS.
PROFITABLE
SOWS!
SAYINGS
000

ARROW FLIGHT

THE LONGEST
RECORDED FLiGNT
OF AN ARROW 15
2,028 YARDS! IT
WAS ACHIEVED BY
SING
KARYFOQT

Grand Portage, the 9-mile
overland haul between Lake Superior and the Pigeon River in
the northeast corner of present
day Minnesota, got its name
from 17th-century Frenchspeaking Canadian fur traders

1

COMES TO
Roberts Realty
SALES•APPRAISALS•PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
412 S. 12th St., Murray, Ky. Telephone 753-1651

Neal Electric
,Carmi, Illinois

and we helped make it happen
beautiful and light and colotiu
congratulations as they join Aftri

Vaughn and Humphreys
Plumbing and Heating Contractors
501 N. 4th Street Murray, Ky. 753-6168

e.

We were pleased to be Chosen to install the complete sound system and FM multiplex
background system for your fine new store. We ans wet- our telephones 24 hours a day

City Music Company

PO Box 1475 Paducah, Ky. 444-7089

Stone Bros. Cement Contractors
Joe Pat Stone
Hazel, Ky.
492-8359

Rex Stone
436-5466

Murray, Ky.
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here's all that
employers need
to buy low cost
personal
insurance

Recovery Of 11 Bodies From Scotia Mine Being Hindered

•

By BILL HENDRICK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Water accumulations and roof
falls have hindered-operations
aimed at recovering the
bodies of 11 men killed in an
explosion last March in a
southeastern Kentucky coal
mine.
However, it is still possible
that the timetable set when
the mine was reopened July 19
will be met, two officials of the
federal Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration
said Monday.
The bodies of 11 men have

been entombed since March 11
in Scotia Coal Co.'s No. 1 mine
at Big Black Mountain near
Oven Fork. Federai and state
officials ordered the mine
sealed because they said it
would be too dangerous to try
to recover the bodies.
The 11 men were killed two
days after another Methane
gas explosion in the same area
of the shaft killed 15 miners.
The bodies of the first 15
victims were recovered.
When the mine was
reopened July 14, officials said
it would take two months,
possibly three, to reach the

See Marjorie Major
Travel Consultant

FM LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
R TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ermii
ALL YOLIR TRAVEL NEEDS. ,f
No Charge by us.
Price same as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature call

753-GOGO (4646)
Wilde Meese Office kiddies,
7)1 Maim Street
Murray,amhicky

411111ft

-

••••

bodies, located about three
miles in the shaft and about
1,000 feet below the surface of
the mountain.
Two months passed on Sept,
14 and several relatives said
then they believed it would
take much longer than
predicted to reach the bodies.
One widow, Kathy Hackworth,
charged that the Blue
Diamond Coal Co. of Knoxville, Tenn., which owns
Scotia, was taking the longer
route to the bodies so that it
could begin working the mine
as soon as the remains of the
men were recovered. Blue
Diamond officials denied that
charge.
Joe Cook, acting assistant
administrator of MESA, and
Ray Ross, a district MESA
official in Oven Fork, both
declined to predict whether
the bodies would he reached
by Oct. 19, which would be
three months from the day the
mine was reopened.
H. N. Kirkpatrick, commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Mines and
Minerals, has said he felt the
bodies would be recovered by

The mine is bowl-shaped,
he middle of October.
However, the recovery water accumulated in low
teams have "explored and sections of the shaft, and
secured" only 8,500 feet of the pumping that out delayed the
mine and have about the same operation, they said.
For the next 2,000 feet,
distance to go before reaching
the section of the pit where the we're going to have extremely
bodies are located, Cook said. rough conditions," Ross said
in a telephone interview. "We
have a lot of roof falls. It's
going to slow us up some, but
once we get in by that 2,000
feet we should have much
bet ter physical conditions. But
CADIZ, Ky. AP) — Sen. the next 2,000 feet looks like
Walter "Dee" Huddleston, D- it's going to be rather
Ky., says he is hopeful the tedious."
He said recovery teams
final version of a bill now
before congre,ss will include probably Won't encounter
an exemption for all normal water accumulations again
because they have reached the
farming practices.
• Senate and House com- lowest point in the mine and
mittees are working now to now are•on the way up to the
iron out differences in the fatal "t Wo-sout helst"section.
Cook said reaching the
proposed Waler Pollution
bodies by mid-October was "a
Control Act of 1976.
Under provisions of the act, pretty opt &nisiic predictions
"I would hate to say if the
before any dredge or fill
material could be disposed of middle of October is right,"
in the nation's rivers and Cook said from his office in
are too
streams, a permit would have Arlington, Va.'"There
to be granted from the many intangibles. People
Environmental Protection become disappointed and
disillusioned, but things are
Agency.

looking good right now."
It has taken nearly three
months to explore 8,500 feet of
the ,mine, but Cook said
"unless we run into something
totally unexpected" it will not
take another three months to
reach the bodies. •
The recovery teams —
made up of volunteers —
proceed into the shaft,
establish "fresh air" bases,
seal off those areas and then
proceed deeper into the in*.
"Predictions would be a
matter strictly of guesswork,"
Ross said. "We don't want to
build up anybody's hopes or
let anybody down."
Both explosions were
caused-by methane gas, but
what triggered the blasts has
remained a mystery.

Huddleston Speaks
In Cadiz Monday

r4.

\bur
Group
Ran

Ade
1111(A)fk.

David King

If your group plan includes ten or more employees,talk to
the Integon Listener. He'll show you how employers can
add law-cost, tax favored personal insurance. Cali or write
for details.
David King

'Pollution Level
litienSatistactory

INTEGON

8. Associates

FlAhL

753 11355

Wel Sycamore

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
All six Kentucky cities on the
state Divison of Air Pollution
control's daily index showed
pollution levels - 1n. the
satisfactory range Monday
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Peoples Bank
Three convenient locations:
•

North Branch
12Th and Chestnut

South Branch
12th and Story
yr

Main Branch
500 Main Street
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Fitts Block and Ready-Mix Inc.
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Randy Thornton Service Co.
Conditioning, Furnaces and Commercial Refrigeration
Telephone 753-8181
802 Chestnut, Murray, Ky.

We service Air

802 Chestnut, Murray, Ky. - Telephone 753-4832
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Murray Marathoners Do
Well In Jackson Race

rvii here.
TOUCHDOWN RUN—Todd Rutherford of the Steelers breaks loose for a touchdown
of the
(51)
Chikfres:
Mike
and
(14)
Brown
Chasing Rutherford ore David Denham (88), Timmy
33-0.
game,
the
Bears. The Steelers won

Staff Mites by M.liressiee)

Steelers, Browns Take
Wills In Little League
In the middle of the second Steelers had an easy time in
period, behind the fine outside winning 33-0 over the Bears.
The first score of the game
running of David Dickson, the
Browns moved all the way came at the 3:19 mark of the
down to the Colt five-yard line. first period when Todd
But the Colt defense held its Rutherford scored on a 15ground and the Browns gave yard run. Quarterback Darren
Hooper connected with Ronnie
up the ball on downs.
With leis than a minuteto go Pace for the extra point,
in the half, Craig Crawford of giving the Steelers a 7-0 lead.
Neither team managed to
the Browns picked off a pass
at the Colt 30 and returned 20 score in the second period,
yards down to the 10-yard line. though the Steelers had
With 41 seconds showing on several threats.
Midway through the third
the first half clock, Crawford
the Steelers made it 13period,
tackle
left
off
yards
10
carried
for the six-pointer and after 0 as Tommy Workman
the conversion failed, the scored from six yards out.
Colts held a 12-6 halftime lead. With only 1:26 left in the third
The third period was a period, Rutherford scampered
defenisve struggle with 26 yards to the endzone and
neither team having any Hooper scored the conversion
on a keeper to give the
major scoring threats.
Only 14 seconds into the Steelers a 20-0 lead.
A fumble recovery early in
final period, Dickson took the
bell on a handoff from the fourth period by Jonathan
quarterback Mike Boggess Crass set up the next Steeler
and carried 48 yards down to touchdown, which came at
the 5:49 mark on a 14-yard run
the Colt five-yard line.
With 6:41 left in the game, by Rutherford. That left the
Crawford bulled in from five Steelers with a 26-0 lead.
The final score came when
yards out and Dickson ran in
the conversion point to give Workman carried 40 yards
and worked the ball inside the
the Browns a 13-12 lead.
Just seven seconds after the Bears' five. Workman carried
touchdown, Dickson came up the ball in from a yard out for
with an interception and was the TD and also added the
downed on the Colt 37. Eating extra point to make it 33-0.
The Bears got good running
up the ground and the clock,
the Browns marched the ball from Stefon Reed and quarin, the drive being capped terback Stacy Smith had
when quarterback Mike several good passes for gains.
Boggess fired a 12-yard Also for the Bears, Robert
scoring pass to Robert Stout had an excellent
Billington with just under four defensive game.
minutes left in the game. The Steelers coaching staff
Dickson added the conversion gave credit to Workman and
point and the Browns led 20-12. Rutherford for their offensive
The final touchdown of the play and to Phillip Houston,
game came too late for the Gary Galloway, Mike Young,
../
Colts. With just five seconds Ronnie Pace and David
Tr4TA.
in the contest, Heathcott for their defensive
remaining
et 4/
Abell scored from eight yards play.
14
•
Also, Eldon Heathcott has
out and then hit Ben Under••m,
wood on the conversion pass to joined the coaching staff of the
post the final score of 20-19 on Steelers to assist Nicky Ryan
and Kenny Humphreys.
the board.
Next Monday, the 5 p. m.
The difference in the game
is ' • for the Browns was the game will feature the Steelers
defense in the second half. The and Browns while the Bears
'4_44
Browns got outstanding line and Colts meet the nightcap.
Admission for the Little
play from John PurdOm and
games are 50 cents for
League
outplus
the
Jerry
Boggess
KING
standing defensive backfield adults and 25 cents for
EDWARD play from Dickson.
students.
Invincible Deluxe
Bowling
In the opening contest, the

• The Steelers and Browns
picked ..pp victories Monday
night in Holland Stadium as
the Little LeagUe football
season opened.
The Steelers, the defending
league champions, had no
trouble as they won 33-0 over
the Bears.
The Browns found themselves behind 12-0 but came
roaring back with 20 consecutive points and held off
the Colts, 20-19.
Last year, fkfth and sixth
graders played 'Little League
football. This year, the league
is made up of sixth and
seventh graders.
Several changes have been
instituted this season. The
playing field is now a full 100
yards and the quarters have
been expanded from six to
seven minutes.
The second game of the
-evening proved to be,the most
exciting. With I:58 left in the
first period and the game
*knotted in a scoreless tie, the
Colts got on the board as
quarterback Percy Abell fired
a 51-yard touchdown pass to
-.Walter Payne who made a
brilliant leaping catch and
.outran a pair of Brown
. defensive backs to the endzone.
The conversion run for the
• extra point no two-point
conversions) failed and the
Colts had a 6-0 lead.
.• Just a minute into the
David
period,
• second
McCuiston broke loose for a
39-yard scoring scamper and
after the conversion run
failed, the Colts led 12,0.

Despite problems of two member, the Murray
Marathoners performed well in the Fifth Annual Andrew
Jackson Memorial Marathon at Jackson, Tennessee, on
Saturday,September 25.
Dr. Adam Lanning III of the Sociology Department at
Murray State University ran his 16th marathon that day. He
was featured in the Jackson Sun as the only runner to participate in all five of the Andrew Jackson Memorial
Marathons.
He finished in 3:17:16,the 13th finisher overall out of 32 who
registered for the challenging 26.2-mile race. His time
qualified him for the Boston Marathon on Patriot's Day in
April, 1977. Dr. Lanning merited second place in the masters
division.
Dr. Lanning's son, Adam Lanning IV, came from Memphis, Tennessee that morning to run the first half of the
marathon with his father; he finished at the 13.1-Mile point,
while Dr. Lanning had to continue 13.1 miles further to the
marathon finish line. Young Lanning completed his course in
1:36:21,the 31st to finish out of 67 registered for his event.
Rev. Martin Mattingly of St. Leo's Church,ran the half
marathon. Though he got off the course within the last mile of
the finish and ran out of the way,he still clocked his best time
for the half marathon of.115:32, and took second place in the
veterans division.
Marshal Crawley, a student at Murray State University
and member of the track team, arrived a few minutes after
the start of the race. He started late, but still finished ninth
overall in the half marathon with a time of 1:32:26, a
remarkable achievement.
Several Murray Marathoners will participate in the *Old
Hickory Run next Saturday at Nashville, Tennessee. It is a
tough, hilly course through the Percy Warner Park, but those
who participate hope to be equal to the challenge.

Talbert Surges Into
Tie For Rushing Lead
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Eastern Kentucky's "PooLoo" Talbert has surged into a
tie for the Ohio Valley Conference football rushing lead
in yards per carry, but Middle
Tennessee's Mike Moore is
still 69 yards ahead overall.
While Moore had gained 429
yards in 84 attempts, Talbert,
whose real name is Everett,
has gained 360 yards in 71
carries. Both have played in
four games so far this season.
Morehead's Phil Simms still
leads in both passing and total
offense with 45 completions in
77 attempts for 548 yards and
another 51 yards rushing.
Simms, has had one of his
passes picked off.
Gary Perdue of Tennessee
Tech is second in total offense
with 488 yards through the air
and 95 on the ground, hitting
an even 50 per cent of his
passes.
Eastern Kentucky's Ernie
House and Middle Tennessee's
Mike Moore lead the conference, which has its
headquarters here, in scoring
with a 4.5-point per game
average. Half a point behind
are Oscar Jones of Morehead
and Perdue.
House, a 52 per cent pns.cr,

Standings
7.4

RD
REWA
Eat the food that won the'Nest.
our guest.

Win a Pinto
I PVCOhtMf ND
MY BARB etiED
CHICKEN W111011
RE-SFAYAT ION!

7.

0•

coot over to Jerry's every Wednesday
night for the food the West loved
S best.
Choose from two sizes of choice steak
Barbecue chicben or beef. Smoked sau
sage and beans. And special Kidstuff.
After you've enioyed the girocl things to
eat, you may win a prize to keep Like a
1977*ord Pinto or other prizes. Register
any Wednesday night 'til Dec. 8, 1976. No
purchase necessity.

4
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f5 ROUND-UP
Every Wean:day night
South 12th Street

Magic Tri
Bowling League
W
Tearn
10
Peoples Bank
9
Corvette Lanes
6
Beauty Box
II
"'.Johnson's Gro
$
Paradise Kennels. .....
7
Murray Ins_
7
Dennison Hunt
7
Rank ot Murray
5
Murray Theaters
5
Shirley's
5
Dixie Crum Donuts
3
Boxlike' P'harmacy
1
Jerry's Restaurant
1
Murray-Callovray Heap
High Team Game(BC).
•, Beauty Box
Beauty Box
Johnaon Gro
High Team Game(HC)
Corvette Lines
Murray Theaters
Bank of Murray
High Te-arn Series(SC)
Beauty Box
Peoples Bank
Johnsons Gro
litgh Team Series(110
-1..
Corvette Lune
Beauty Box
Bank of Mersey
High bid. Game(SC)
Wanda Brown
Betty Parrett
Barbara Alexander
btarge Hinman
HO Ind. Gone(HC)
Betty Parrish
I.inda Johnson
Wanda Brown
High Ind. Series(SC)
Wends Brown
Mildred Hodge
Nancy Weber
High Ind.Series(HC)
Lindiellunt
Betty Parrish
linda Johnson
It Averages
Wanda Brown
Nancy Weber
Marge Kiruna
Mildred Hodge
Judy Hale
Kay Oarkad
Micky Lags
Barbera Alexander
ilnda Johrtoon

L
2
3
4
4
4
5
5
5
7
7
7
9
11
11
779
771
743
1042
109
99
390
1103
NSW
919
2910
WM
203
202
190
190
Si
213
243
521
490
4119
WI
6111
411$
162
161
119
157
146
145
142
142
146

is second to Simms in that
department after connecting
on 36 of 69 attempts, but
having five interceptions.
Don Hardin of Morehead
just barely is the league's top
punter, with an average of 42.4
yards on 20 kicks, while Wes
Ferguson of Murray has
averaged 42 yards on 33 punts.
In the runback department,
Greg Wilson of East Tennessee has a 32.4-yard
average on kickoffs while
Craig Rolle of Tennessee Tech
has averaged 10.3 yards on
punts.
Rolle also is tied with Elmo
Boyd of Eastern Kentucky in
5-jard
with
receiving
averages—Rolle on 15 catches
and Boyd on 20.
Middle Tennessee, 2-2
overall and 1-0 in OVC play, is
the conference's leading offensive team with an average
of 349.3 yards a game—a
dozen yards better than
second place Eastern Kentucky.
Western Kentucky, 2-0-1
overall. and 1-0 in the OVC,
leads in defense, allowing an
average of 227 yards in three
games. Eastern Kentucky is
next at 241.5 yards a game.

in Little League
BIG GAINER—David Dickson (45) was the big ground gainer for the Browns
(77) of the
Blanton
Darryl
and
(60)
Turner
Scutt
by
iootball play Monday. Here, he is chased
20-19.
Colts
the
edged
Browns
The
Colts.
(Stuff Photos by Mika ilreetiest)

All 8-5 Favorite To
Retain Championship
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — "This
is the end of my career," says
Muhammad All, who puts the
heavyweight championship on
the line against Ken Norton
tonight.
don't want to lose it."
All didn't mean that this will
be his last fight but that he
was getting down that road
toward retirement. The
champion is 34.
And he is the 8-5 favorite to
keep that road open by beating
Norton in their third meeting
— each won a split 12-round
decision in 1973 with Norton
breaking All's jaw in the first
fight.
"You must remember that
those first two fights weren't
for the title," said All, who
retained the cliamdionship by
knocking out George Foreman
Oct. 30, 1974, seven months
after Norton was stopped in
two rounds by Foreman in a
bid for the title.
The weigh-in was scheduled
for noon today at a hotel
overlooking Central Park. Ali
was expected to scale about
221 pounds and Norton 215.
Each i„s 6-foot-3 and has an 80inch reach.
The fight was scheduled to
start in Yankee Stadium at
10:30 p.m., EDT, with a the
closed-circuit telecast to open
at 9:30 p.m., with a 10-round
heavyweight bout between
Ernie Shavers and Herr)
Clark.
Wednesday night was the
rain date.

A crowd of about 40,000, the
promoters' estimate, was
expected for the first fight at
the famed ballpark since
Ingemar Johansson knocked
Floyd Patterson down seven
times and stopped him in the
third round to win the
heavyweight title June . 26,
1959. The worldwide television
audience could reach 500
million — it will be seen on
closed circuit at 300 locations
in the United States and
Canada and on a live and
delayed basis in 57 other
countries.
Prices at Yankee Stadium
ranged from $200 down to $25,
with $20 the average price of a
television
closed-circuit
ticket,
All is gearanteed a record $6
million plus $100,000 expenses
and will get 50 per cent of all
income over $9 million. A
victory would set Lairn up for a
rematch with Foreman where
his purse reportedly could hit
$10 million. Norton is
guaranteed $5 million plus
$100,000 expenses and five per
cent of all income from the
•
start.
"It shall not gp over five,"
said the 34-year-old All, who is
three years older than Norton.
"I will make him quit," said
Norton.
"I beat myself when I get
beat," said All.

Farmed Out
ATLANTA (AP) — The
Atlanta Flames of the
National Hockey League have
assigned center Cam Botting
and right wing Willie Plett to
Tulsa of the Central Hockey
League, reducing their
training camp roster to 25
players, a club spokesman
said.
The NHL team. also
announced Monday that
Hilliard Graves, who suffered
bruised,clbs Friday against
the SI: lamis Blues, will be
available for duty when the
Flames meet the World
Hockey Association Houston
Aeros in a Thursday night
exhibition at Houston.

--CORRECTION
Dr. Robert Yoak

Redskins Nip Eagles To Give
Allen His 100th Career Win
Sixty-two seconds earlier, Horst Mulilmann in the first
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
the Redskins had a fourth- period and Art Malone's
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA (API — down-and-10 at the Eagles' 33. secondperiod 16-yard TD run.
The Washington Redskins Moseley set up for a field goal. After the Eagles fell behind 17presented Coach George Allen The Eagles didn't charge, so 10, quarterback Mike Boryla
with his 100th National holder Joe Theismann picked directed a nine-play, 73-yard
Football League victory and up the ball and ran 16 yards scoring drive. The march
the veteran coach's quick for a first down at the 17 on the started with 2:09 to play and
thinking on the sidelines had fake kick. The Skins wound up ended on a 41-yard ID bomb to
Charley,Smith with 1:07 on the
more than a little to do with with a 27-yard field goal.
Thus, Allen's quick strategy clock, sending the game into
the triumph.
Mark Moseley booted a 29- resulted in 10 points in 62 sudden death.
yard field goal 12 minutes and seconds and turned a 10-0
49 seconds into a sudden death deficit into a tie. The Skins had
period of Monday night's been outrun, outpassed,
nationally televised game to outhustled for 30 minutes, but
give the unbeaten Redskins a not outthought or outscored.
20-17 triumph over the
In the third period, Mike
Philadelphia Eagles. But
to wrap
there would have been no Thomas ran 27 yards
drive
57-yard
six-play,
a
up
sudden death, no victory
and send the Skins ahead 17without Allen.
took over.
The 54-year-old Allen, in his 10. Then the defense
the
11th season as a NFL coach, Twice the Eagles drove to
they
twice
and
Washington
10,
the
in
made himself a factor
zone
game with .12 seconds left in were frustrated with end
the first half: The Eagles led pass interceptions. Former
picked off
10-3, and' had a third-down- Eagle Joe Lavender
one, and Pat Fischer the
and-six at their 35-yard line.
Washington's defense other.
started to leave the field
Moseley's winning kick was
figuring the clock would run set up by an interception by
out, but Allen, ever alert, Eddie Brown, who returned
waved his defenders back and eight yards to the Eagles' 22.
shouted for a time out.
Calvin Hill carried twice for 12
"I called time out and told and 6 yards to the four. A
them to blitz, try to hit them holding penalty set the Skins
on the exchange of the ball," back 10, and then Moseley,
Allen explained. "I felt that also a former Eagle, kicked
with 12 seconds left if we the winning points.
stopped them there, we'd go
Philadelphia took a 10-0 lead
for the blocked punt."
with a 22-yard field goal by
The Skins blitzed and
Harold McClinton and Dave
Games Sold Out
Butz hit Eagles' ball carrier
PHILADELPHIA (AP)
Herb Lusk like a couple of
trucks. Lusk fumbled the ball The first two games of the
in the air, and Washington National League baseball
the
between
linebacker Brad Dusek picked playoffs
It off and raced 32 yards for a Philadelphia Phillies and the
touchdown. Moseley kicked Cincinnati Reds already are
the point and it was 10-10 at sold out, the Phillies have
Court Swore
announced.
halftime.

"I made you a success and
I'm gonna destroy you," the
champion said he will tell
Norton when they get into the
ring.
"He knows I can reach him
and I can hurt him," said
Norton.
The fight, promoted by
Madison Square Gaeden, Inc.,
and Top Rank, NC apparently will smash, he alltime live ,gate ricord of
$2,658,660 paid by a crowd of
104,943 for the second Gene
Tunney-Jack Dempsey fight,
at Soldier Field Chicago Sept.
22.1927.

Chiropractor
Professional Bldg., Hardin, Ky.
Announces
The change in office hours

Tues. and Thurs. 9-12, 2-6
Sat. by appointment
Branch Office 700 Oak Rd, Paducah, Ky.
10-12 and 1-7
Hardin 437-4205 Paducah 442-4311

HAPPY NURSES:

tianef
Shoe Store

they
must be
wearing
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Pro Football
Standings
NATIONAL FOOTBALL
LEAGUE
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Eastern Division
W L T Pct. PF PA
Balt
2 1 0 667 82 70
N Eng
2 I 0 .667 73 68
Miami
2 1 0 .667 60 51
Buff
I 2 0 .333 38 51
NY Jets
0 3 0 .000 20 100
Central Division
Cthci
2 1 0 .667 72 42
Ham
2 1 0 .667 46 17
Pitls
1 2 0 .333 86 75
Cleve
120.3336692
Western Division
S Diego
3 0 01.000 96 40
Oalild
3 0 01.000 69 62
Deny
2 1 0 .667 97 34
Kan Cty
0 3 0 .000 54 81
Tpa Bay
0 3 0 .000 9 57
NATIONAL CONFERENCE.
Eastern Division
Dallas
3 0 01.000 81 40
Wash
3 0 01.000 70 41
S Louis
2 '1 0 .667 83 67
Phila
1 2 0 .333 44 54
NY Gts
030.0003463
Central Division
Minn
201.8006028
Chgo
2 1 0 .667 38 25
Dtrt
1 2 0 .333 35 30
Gn Bay
.030.00021 83
Western Division
L.A.
201.8006424
SFran
210.6677554
2 0 .333 52 81
Atinta
120.3333463
She
0 3 0 000 52 81
Monday's Result
Washington 20, Philadelphia
17, OT
Sunday, Oct. 3
Oakland at New England
Kansas City at Buffalo
Philadelpbia at Atlanta
Cincinnati! at Cleveland
Tampa
y at Baltimore
Washington at Chicago
Detroit at Green Bay
New York Giants at St. Louis
Houston at New Orleans
Los Angeles at Miami
San Diego at Denver
New York Jets at San Francisco
Dallas at Seattle
Monday, Oct. 4
Pittsburgh at Minnesota, in)

Out Of Hospital
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AR) Frank McGuire, head coach of
the University of South
Carolina basketball tearn, has
been released from Baptist
Hospital, where he had been
,undergoing treatment for a
stomach ailment.
A university spokesman
said Friday physicians had
diagnosed McGuire's illness
as gastritis and a "very small,
healing ulcer."
The spokesman quoted
doctors as saying McGuire
was completely well and

LAYAWAY... think ahead!
Men's and Boys

COMING DOWN -Craig Crawford (with ball) of the Browns is about to hit the dirt as Paul
Austin (22) of the Colts makes the stop. In the background are DaVid Dickson (45) of the Browns
and Brad Cain (65) of the Colts.

WINTER OUTERWEAR
Selection is great
Dress, Work, Casual St y ies
All Lined for warmth

pvC
ACIttl
i goo
S
mens 1Boys
36 in. Hope

SHEETING

59' yd.
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
"I wanted to pitch a nohitter for,, him," said Don
Sutton. "I've played for the
guy 11 years and he has been
honest with me every minute
of it."
Sutton, like most of his
teammates on the Los Angeles
Dodgers, was deeply moved
by the announcement Monday
that Walter Alston was
retiring after 23 years as
manager of the team. For
him, hewing the Houston
Astros Monday night was
especially important.
And he showed his feelings
for his long-time mentor by
turning in a brilliant four-hit
shutout, pitching the Dodgers
to a 2-0 victory over the
Astros.
"He's the only guy I've ever
known more stubborn than I
am," Sutton said. "I guess
that's- what I've needed all
these years. 1 respond to an
honest relationship rather
than a lot of patting on the
back. He tells it to me up front
and sticks to it. If he has told
me something, I found it to be
true.
.The best way to describe

See Our Whole Collection
MENS FASHION

him is that he's an honest
man.I'm glad to have won this
one."
Elsewhere in the National
League Monday night, the
New York Mets pounded the
Montreal Expos 10-3, the
Philadelphia Phillies routed
the St. Louis Cardinals 9-1 and
the San Diego Padres beat the
Cincintiati Reds 5-3.

on Bill Buckner's single.
Mets 10, Expos 3
John Milner drove in six
runs for the Mets with a pair of
homers, a two-run shot in the
third inning and his third
grand slam of the season in
the sixth. Milner now has 15
homers and 78 runs batted in
this season, the latter a career
high.
Jon Matlack, 17-9, scattered
Sutton, 21-9, struck out three
seven hits, pitching his 15th
and walked two in posting his
complete game of the season.
fourth shutout of the season
Phils 9, Cards 1
and the 44th of his career,
Jerry Martin hit his first
most among active National
home run of the season and
Leaguers. He allowed just one
Greg Luzinski, Larry Bowa
runner past second base. It
and 011ie Brown drove in two
was his ninth consecutive
runs apiece as the Phils posted
victoty and 14th in his last 15
their ninth win in the last 11
decisions, and it was an
games. Jim Kaat, 12-14,
emotional one.
posted his first victory since
Bill Russell singled home
Aug. 21, snapping a personal
Steve Garvey in the seventh
six-game losing streak.
inning to break a scareless
Padres 5, Reds 3
duel between Sutton and
Doug Rader dropped a bloop
Houston's Dan Larson, 5-8.
double on the foul line in short
The Dodgers added a second
right field to drive in two runs
run in the eighth inning when
and snap a 3-3 lie as San Diego
Dave Lopes walked, stole
rallied for three runs in the
second - his second stolen
eighth inning to beat the Reds.
base of the game and 61st of
the season - and came home Tom Griffin, 8-6, scattered
sevenittits to pick up the win.

tootstk'''
%lea

SWEATERS
V Neck, Crew Neck, Cardigans
Slipovers, Solids Fancies

moat 10 Oa

PMRICS
Cottons-Blends
Reg, 1.29
Special
yd.

07t
--

PVC Leather
Look Fabrics
Popular Colors, Lined
Sizes 8-18

Embroidered
Trim Jacket

'15

Pant at
Length

SWEATERS

BEARS ON DEFENSE-A pair of Bears move in to make the
tackle on Tommy Workman of the Steelers. Making the hit are
Robert Stout (22) and Jimmy West (32).

if you want to keep it a few more years. If Vour cit.- is at that "awkward" aoeF-somewhere between
being a genuine antique anti just plain worn out,
you need a new view on life . . . through the windshield of a new car. It's so easy with our autopurchase plan. Repayment terms to fit any budget
and low finance rates are available through our
bank right at your dealer's desk. See us for a new
point of view on how easy auto financing can be.

By ERIC PREWITT
AP Sports Writer
OAKLAND (API - The
opening of a do-or-die series
with the Kansas City Royals
brought out the best in the
Oakland A's and the beast in
some of their fans.
"It was a tough game,a big
one to .win. But it means
no6hing unless we win the rest
of them," Phil Garner said
early today after an 8-3 victory which left the A's 34'
games behind first-place
Kansas City with six games to
go in the American League
West race.
The start of the Monday
night baseball game, which
drew a crowd of 37,914, was
delayed more than an hour
because of rain. Two fights,
one on the field between the
players and the second between fans and Kansas City
players, stopped play in the
decisive sixth inning.
The Detroit at Cleveland
game was postponed because
of rain. No other games were
scheduled Monday.
"Things are tense and any
little thing can set off
something like that," said the
Royals' George
Brett,
referring to the brawl which
broke out on the field after
Dennis Leonard hit the A's
Don Baylor with a pitch.
"I thought everyone was
coming out to shake my hand
because I hit a homer,"„Sal
Bando joked later. His leadoff
home run gave thejlis and
pitther Vida Blue, 18-12, Ts 5-3
lead and Baylor was hit by the
next pitch from Leonard.
"'That's one of those things
that happen in a close game,"
said Kansas City Manager
Whitey Herzog. "But the bad
part was what happened in the
bullpen. The fans were
throwing beer, and they use
the worst language in the
league in this ballpark."
Catchers Bob Stinson and
John Wathan leaned into the
stands and slugged it out with
some of the beer-throwing
fans in seats behind the
Royals' right-field bullpen and
teammates helped out in the
battle before things settled
down. Then the game resumed
and the A's scored three more

Make perfect toppers
for pants, skirts.
Turtleneck, Skivvy,
Square Nedr

runs, two on a double by
Garner, off four relievers
before the sixth ended.
"We went dead after the
fighting. It seemed like it went
on forever,' said Brett,and the
Royals learned after the game
that reliever Steve Mingori
came out of the brawl with an
injured knee.
The Royals had tied the
score at 3-3 with two runs in
the fifth, one on Brett's
double. But Ron Fairly, who
had bantered to break a 1-1 tie
in the third, doubled to open
the bottom of the fifth and
scored from third on a
groundout for the go-ahead
run. He threw out Al Cowens
at the plate on a brilliant
fielding play in the sixth,
protecting the 4-3 lead.

_..A
oatchedVio4
1)%1tAS
C°R
Shirts

6"
pants 7"

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
x-Phila
97 60 .618
Pitts
88 69 .561
New York 65 71 .545
Chicago
71 86 .452 29
St. Louis 71 86 .452 29
Montreal
53 103
Westx-Cinci
99 58 .631
Los Ang
90 67 :573 9
Houston
77 81 .487 25
San Fran 72 86 .456 Z7i
San Diego 70 87 .448 29
Atlanta
69 88 .439 30
a-clinched division title
Monday's Results
New York 10, Montreal 3, 7
innings, rain; 7xid game ply;
rain
Philadelphia 9, St. Louis 1
Los Angeles 2, Houston 0
San Diego 5, Cincinnati 3
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
L Pct. GB
94 61 .606
Baltimore
86 70 .551
Cleveland
79 74 .516 14
Boston
79 78 .503 16
Detroit
69 85 .448 241
Milwkee
65 90 .419 29
West
Kansas City 89 68 567
Oakland
85 71 .545
Minnesota
81 76 .516
California
72 85 .459 IT
Texas
72 85 .459 17
Chicago
64 92 .410 24
x-clinched division title
Mondsty's Results
Detroit at Cleveland, ppd
rain
Oakland 8, Kansas City 3
Only games scheduled

floral Quitted
SPREADS

PATTERNS

50% OFF

utt
She

with 55. Purchase
of fabrics
•Does no affect
wearing or appearance

No4ron Fashion

-3DTD:
--DsTe
tootottuGs
in000t-ogistsao
15Cape Cod Knit

CURTAINS
White-Beige
Special

BEDSHEETS

3 Speed Electric Mixer
or Electric Can Opener

1..0ESICI?
ckss't,sti‘es-c6°6
2.99'3'91
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ITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS
2. Notice

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

Dresses
20% Off

All display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 3 p. m.
the day before
publication.

The teeth

.

NOTICE

Shop

SCA Main St
Betund Peoples Bank

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.

kick
5 Emmet
6 Cyprinoid
fish
7 Wants
13 Group of
th 204
9 Stick to
10 Exist
11 Armed conflict
16 Organ ol
bearing
18 Woody
plants
20 River island
21 Danger
220.1 up
23 Torrid
25 Willow
26 Dispatches
26 Baker•
product
29 Destroy Interior contents of

HUGS DUNN Is 110111
associated with the West
Side Barber Shop. No op
po.ntment necessary Plea
ty of Parking Phone 1534406

EXERCISE. Health Spa
Call 753-0129.
If You
Need Them:
753-1111
Fire ..
Police
753-1621
Rescue
7534951
Ambulance
753-9331
Hospital
Emergency
753-5131
Humane Society
753-3991
Comprehensive
753-6611
(ere
Poison Control . 753-75U
Senior Citians . • . 753-0929
Needline
. . . . 753-NEED
lean to Reed. . 753-2188

Answer to SiOndeY.4
Puule

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 in favor of
4 Cowing
substance
9 Cry of crow
12 Posed for
portrait
13 Beneath
14 Anglo-Saxon money
15 Purpose
17 Conjunction
19 DIn•
20 Worship
21 Yount)
Mutton
23 Pronoun
24 God of love
27 Bitter vetch
28 Vessel
29 Web-footed
birds
30 A state
lebbr I
31 Su itabie
32 Public vehicle (collo°
33 Preposition
34 Send forth
36 Awayl
37 Spread tor
drlIncr
38 Spare
39 Strike
40 Planet
41 Peeled
43 Swiss river
44 WorIdViler I
president
46 Painter
49 Number
50 Din
52 Toil
5300.1
54 Locations
55 Marsh

WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.

TAIIIKOALAIEAT
USE11010TISPA
SEMOLDITEETER
TUNSIRAmSATTU
ANDESSTAGIERS
IDISTADSRATIAm
NEWSPEPASRIDE
TRIPIWASIODER
•I'NILISTOLtIO
MENTAL1-440.4TE
ALEIDASISilOW
PARISMIPEISEE

4640 Small rug
31 Available':
Pecuniagi 42 Vast saes
43 War food
resourc
32 Coniunchon 44 Sorrow
45 Hostelry
35 Went by
48 Peer Gynts
water
mother
36 Lubricate
47 Observe
37 Tax
Number
48
Viet39 North
nam capital 51 Pronoun

1111111101111111111111111N111111
MOMiii13.111•11111111101111111
111111111111111A1M111111

Committee and
The ledger &
Times

111

111.11MilIMAMII

11111111111MallIMIIIII
0MOEN
611.11111n11111111

:!:5!=IMOEM MI:M.: MIMI=44::•:•:
DOWN
1 Greek letter
1111.11N111111111111111
2 Hurried
3 Aquatic
mammals
4 Football
11111111011.1110.ig WINIII
by ens

Dna r

neficste ,

e turf

nc q210-7(,

111 11%1 f•

TM'ACE
DOESENCE 50400."
HAS C4N6EC,
MY WHOLE LIF:Ey
CHUCK!

REMEMBER HOW
DISCOURAGED 1,1)5ED
TO GET ABOUT SCHOOL?

AT THE'ACE OGEDIENCE
SCHOOL" THEY DON'T LET
<Xi GET DISCOURAGED.

5. Lost And Found
LOST BLACK female
Labrador puppy. If
found call 753-0118.
Reward. $20.00.

GUITAR, PIANO, voice.
121 South and New
Concord area. Call 7535747.

ALL WHITE Samoyd
dog, named Tascha, on
Hazel Highway to South
161h. Call 753-1390 or 7532403.

13 For Sale Or Trade

LOST RED WHITE faced
cow near Locust Grove
Church. If found please
call Jimmy Cooper, 7539357.
FOUND
:miniature white
female poodle in vicinity
of 121 Bypass. Has flea
collar. Contact at Ezell
Beauty School days 7534723, after 5, 753-5263.

WANTED
00

MO

$r

. 1115
ore
Advertisers
requested to check the
first insertion of ods for
This
correction
niewspop•r will be
responsible for only
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

EVERY TI/11e‘(
'OU DO
5OMETHitT6 RIGHT THEY
AT).)ON THE HEAD!

926

NANCY
OH, BOY---AUNT
FRITZI IS HAVING
A PRIVATE PHONE
INSTALLED FOR
ME TODAY

isN'T CONNECTED)
YET, M I SS

TELV".0
C One CA

Experienced sate clsatim
end Detati as with alility
M he • worlds, wasempr.
Salary &mead* as it
di•iiisal's ability. Geed
fringe betiefits. Must be
willhop te work firs sad awe
WA days • week. Ceatact
Tom Dockery er Dan Rot
show 0 1421-71170, North
at, Ford, Illanteda Drive,
blediseav0k, lIattecky.

AGENTS-STORES- earn
big money with fast
selling natural hair
growth - razor bump
cream-end dandruff
shampoo and waterproof pressing cream.
(High
Commiition)
Send $2.00 -handling fee
for free set up with all
products. NATURES
PRODUCTS, P.O. Box
14139, Philadelphia, PA
19138.

Wanted local girl or
lady to work in TV &
Stereo Store. Can be
college student with
permit residence here.
Send Resume to P. 0.
Box 324

0
73=

AniS.•4•4.4.1■0,

BEETLE BAILEY
)4 sAgbE. WHAT'LL
IT SE 700A1;

KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

THREE BEDROOM
brick home, 2 acres
ground, body shop
building. Call 753-4509.

19 Faim Equipment
14. Want To Buy _

HAY EQUIPMENT for
sale. Haybine crusher, 2
Allis Chalmer tractors.
Call 753-3739.

11" GIRLS BIKE with
training wheels and
coaster brakes. Call 4892435.

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call MA Fence
- Supply Co., 1-4444865,
Paducah,Ky.

COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.

H FARMALL tractor and
bush hog. Call 437-4776.

6 Help Wanted

HELP
WANTED
HERE COMES
THE PHONE
MAN N

17 Vacuum Cleaners

11 Instructions

15. Articles For Sale

,

IMMO

OEMS
aII

News, Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 7531916 and 753-1917.

Social Concerns

VAIMIlliglill1111111111M

;
f
IRENEaUNEiiSi

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Steak and

TriANK5.zM
DIETiNE.,
JiJ6T CAME
31' TO 5A•ii HELLO

Pizza Cooks
hoeriencp preferred
all evening hours
APPLY IN PERSON
from 2-4 any day
frleiWiti
Steak & Pizza House
1201 Chestnut

TWIN SIZE mattress and
springs. Call after 5 p.m.
753-6922.

NEW FORD 5 x 16 semimounted plow only
$2300. Other fall season
specials. A & I Ford
Supply, Inc. on Highway
54W in Paris,Tenn.

7 H.P. RIDING LAWN
mower, like new, $300.
Two air conditioners,
good condition, both for
$100. Electric portable
sewing
machine.
Excellent condition. $75.
Call 753-0987.

770 CASE TRACTOR with
front end loader and
plow, four 14. Call 7534848.
JOHN
DEERE
16
hole
wheat
drill.
Located 1 mile North of
Alm°. Call 753-8819 or
753-4731.

ASPHALT
blacktop
patch. Now available at
Murray Lumber Co., 104
Maple St.
Si 12

RED SHAG carpet
with foam backing, like
new. If interested call
753-9357.

$06 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft International wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 3957463.

REMOVE CARPET
pkths and spots; fluff
beaten down nap with
Blu# Lustre. Rent
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of' Wishing
Well Gift Shop."

20 Sports Equipment
NEW 44 Magnum model
29, 8 and 340" barrel. Call
474-2346 after 5.

FOUR YEAR OLD mare,
well broke, camping
trailer. 1969 350 Honda.
Call 436-2459.

1973 HARRIS Flote Boat.
28', 120 h. p. stern drive.
Excellent condition. Call

BARGAIN PRICES ON:
3-loads desks, chairs
and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet 4x8 exterior siding at $6.40. 4x9
exterior siding at $7.20.
Ross & Tuck Salvage.
Box 88, Martin, Tn.
Phone 587-2420.

FOR SALE-three week
old Bear Polar II hunting bow. Call 753-9581.

CLEANINGEST CARPET cleaner you ever
used. So easy too. Get
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.

BALD1VIN organ with
automatic rhythms, 1
year old. Excellent
condition. Call 753-8992
after 5 p.m.

753-9813.

22 Musical
MUST SELL-tour month
old Craig 5502 amplifer
and receiver. Also BSR
710 QX turntable, only 6
weeks old. Call 753-9581.

CONRAD'S PIANOS +
organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
and Clark: Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

NICE METAL bed, box
springs and mattress.
Electric range and some
other articles. Call 7501394.

c-2.9

THE PHANTOM
HAVE TO FIND A PLACE
TO HIDE THI5„

WE RE 5
.
6 nnicE5
FROM.,LAW.NOBODY CAN
GET TO US..

THERE WAS A MOTORBOAT
OUT THERE,,.

4

THE GANG'S LOOT...
THEYWERE JU5T
STARTING TO DIVIDE
. IT BETWEEN THEM„.

BLONDIE

WANTED,
SALES
consultant who has
successful sales experience. Earn $3004500
per week, plus auto
bonus.
expense
Tremendous future if
you are the right person.
Must be married,
honest, dependable, and
willing to assume
responsibility. ff you
feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.
WANTED SOMEONE to
sell or buy Watkins and
other products. Call 7535110.

THESE SOCKS AR011
SIZE 14 r ONLY
WEAR SIZE 9

9. Situations Wanted
CASHIER JOB WANTED. Days preferred.
Experienced. 81 hours
Vocational training. Call
7534590.

-'
41^
5-28

,4TLASTILL
FIN!):a r
WHAT
eitl5/NESS
/-/&5/ •-

irt-

10 Business Opportunity
NIGELiCIDD"-rvE-s A
- /77-Pe
EVERY OVE
NIGHT
71-/EA1 UPFOR /W/Gi-1
CRAWLER- Cg/ME-5 ANC,
51L)
/14,0EME4N0k5-

51-41V

-

"Area Distributer tor Rend
McNally
had
Naps.
1100.11 besieges - Nigh
profit.
Service
Cs.
established
. Ns
▪
Investment $2500
$12,500
I. Sired
name, Ni..., pkems, & 3
reforests*, Personnel Nip.
NAMCO $W. breaks Isl.
limn, Al.. 33210 355-554.

CHRISTIAN
Book
Center, BOB Chestnut.
Call 753-7527 or 753-0425

FIREWOOD FOR Sale.
Hickory and Oak.
Different prices. Call
437-4481 or 437-4743.

74 Miscellaneous
MAGNAVOX home entertainment center.
Color T. V., AM-FM
radio, and stereo.
Excellent condition.
$350. 1966 Ford convertible, runs good, $75.
Must sell before September 30. Can see at lot
236 Riviera Trialer Ct.

r ['restart
Anti-freeze
$377
Murray
Home &

Auto
Chestnut St

WIGGINS FURNITURE,
21
/
2 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong
vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to
choose from Call 7534566. We deliver

•

CUSTOM
MATTRESS
made any size for
antique
beds
or
campers. Buy direct and
save on all mattresses, '
Healthopecbc or foam.
WEST KY.MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd,Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26 TV Radio

16 Home Furnishings
KIRKSEY FURNITURE
Store. Used-refinishedcustom built. Kirksey
Crossroads. Call 4892752.
LIVING ROOM set, gold
colored,
Early
American. Couch and
chair. $50. Call 753-0593.
COUCH AND CHAIRS,
electric range, small
electric motors. Call 753=6.
TWO DOUBLE box
springs with Mattresses,
like new.Call 436-2292.

TWO DYN Fpeakers. 25"
x 14" x 10". 6" Woofer
and "Tweeter. $30. Call
753-0974.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1969 ALLEN MOBILE
home. Partially furnished.
Includes
refrigerator and stove
Partially carpeted. All
electric window air
conditioner.
$2000.00.
Call 767-4053.
8 x 44 TRAILER , clean,
in good condition. Ideol
for a lake lot. Call 4362124.

7 Mobile Home Sales
1959 MOBILE home 10 x
50. Call 753-0209.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.

11

29. Mobile Home Rentals
THREE BEDROOM
furnished all electric.
No singles. Deposit
required. Call 767-4055.
NORRIS TRAILER for
rent. All carpeted,
central heat and air,
furnished, washing
machine and dryer, for
rent or sale. Call 7535694 or 753-2669. $135 per
month.
32 Anartrrpnts For Rent
FOUR ROOM furnished
apartment, couples
only, deposit required.
Call 767-4055.
34 Houses For Rent
SPACIOUS MODERN 2
bedroom country home.
All electric central heat,
vacuum and air. Two
miles East of city
square. Married couples
only.
No
singles,
swingles, children or
pets. References, lease,
and damage deposit
required. Utilities not
furnished. $225 month.
Call 753-7410.
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath. furnished home,
1.5 miles East of
Murray.
Deposit
required. No singles.
Call 767-4055.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
' 20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
31. liwestock

Supplies

TEN PIGS, 8 weeks old.
Euin Mizell Call 7534418.
38 Pets

Supplies

TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
436-5467.
TWO MALE Beagles, one
AKC with papers.
Guaranteed rabbit dogs.
$100 per pair. Call 753_7126.
41. Public Sales
GARAGE
SALE,
Thursday September 30,
Friday October 1.
Everything must go.
1718 Holiday Drive. Call
753-6200.
TWO FAMILY MOVING
SALE. Beds, dressers,
new 72" marble vanity
top, ridllag mower,
sewing nS
,chine, file
cabinet, chair with
ottoman, new iron fence
post, clothes, vacuum,
household items, toys,
horse accessories.
Friday noon to 5,
Saturday 8 to 5. 216 N.
13th. Call days 435-4589,
nights, 753-5906.
GARAGE SALE, September 28 and 29. 9 a. m.
to 6 p. m. Three miles '
from Stella on Kirksey
Highway. All sizes good
clothing,
men's,
women's and childrens,
baby items, riding toys,
record player with
stand, miscellaneous.
43. Real Estate
.•

INEDUCED-VOA
QUICK -;
SALE. This extra nice 3
bedroom home at 1602
Wiswell Road has been ."
reduced from $48,500 to
$43,500. Owner leaving
town. Has central heat
and air, beautiful den
with fireplace, 2 baths, 2
car garage, lot 185 x 263.
Really something to see.
Contact GUY SPANN
REALTY,
901
Sycamore,753-7724.
ROBERTS
REALTY--your leader
in sales for 1976 needs
your .listings. Call 7531651, if you are fn. :
terested in selling your =
property

4J,

I --. •
• •
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43 Real Estate
LOT FOR sale on Lake
Barkley with pared st.,
phone service, electricity and city water.
$995.00 call days 522-8902
or nights 753-1742 or 7534060, terms available.
14 ACRES Sudan hay.
Call 753-5612.
HOME AND 20 ACRES
just listed. Home is
almost new 3 bedroom,2
bath brick ranck home
with ,large rooms,
modern kitchen, central
electric heat and air,
attached
garage.
Located East of Murray
in quiet, peaceful area.
Large machine shed and
other outside storage on
property.
Phone
KOPPERUEi REALTY,
753-1222 and inspect this
fine property.
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JUST
REDUCED!
Roomy 2 story 4
bedroom, 2 bath brick
with carport, fenced
yard, electric wall heat,
carpeting, and kitchen
.appliances. 16' x 18'
outdoor workshop. Welllandscaped lot with
several fruit trees. Call
753-8080 or come by 105
N. 12th, BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE.

43 Real Estate

46 Homes For Sale

Another View

FOR SALE-80 acres, THREE BEDROOM
brick veneer, central
house, five miles East of
gas
heat,
with
Hardin. Near lake.
humidifier, central
Terms. Call 1-313-292electric air conditioning.
7180.
Located on large lot in
quiet subdivision inside
city. Under $30,000. Call
FOR ALL YOUR IN753-3908 after 5:30 p.m.
SURANCE or real
estate needs. Call
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263.
Across from Post Office.
44. lots For Sale
150 FT. X 100 FT. lot with
or without trailer. Eight
trees, located in Roberts
Estates. Four miles
East of Murray. Call
767-4053.
46.

Homes

For Sale

OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior- on 51,4 acres
.(with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.

WELL CONSTRUCTED 3
bedroom house, with full
basement and efficiency
apartment upstairs.
Two car garage, zoned
E-3. Close to downtown
shopping and 'churches.
$20,000.
John
C.
Neubauer Realtor, 7530101 or call Brice Rattenle, 753-5911.
THREE BEDROOM
brick house, central gas
heat and air, carpets,
large kitchen, dining,
den area. City water.
Garage. Mail and school
bus. Service at the(in-,
Call 753-5686 after 4 p.
m.
OWNER MOVING - 3
bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, all builtins, electric heat and
air, laundry room and
large bath. Call 489-2116
after 6 p.m.

51.

ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, aluminum
vinyl; awnings.
or
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.

BULLDOZING, prompt
dependable service.
Three bull dozers to
serve
you.
Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
L W. Lyons 474-2264.

PAINTING, cabinet
finishing, sheetrock
finishing, texture
ceiling. Call Ralph
Worley,436-2658.

Roy

4 2f

•V
Q.411111.

,••• •••
1.414

49. Used Cars & Trucks„

1976 CADILLAC Coupe
De V411e. Red with white
roof and interior. One
owner. Call 7534509.
1966
CHEVROLET
automatic, good condition, ready to go. $250
or best offer. Call 7535159 after 5.
1973
MONTEGO
BROUGHAM,air, 44,000
miles. $1850. 1973 Capri,
loaded, $1800. Call 7533833.

51. Services Offered

Services °tiered

51. Services Offered

HARMON'S
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124 South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.

1 Services Offered

VENT AINSENVAC
Meeks Ile-l-yeerser semen
dams carpels as..
EASILYat same porleWe powerhouse Sees 511 Me work

EFFECTIVELY-

54 Frye Column

EXPERIENCED
PAINTING,interior and
exterior by the hour or
job. Free estimates. Call
753-8343.
PAINTING, exterior ana
interior, new and old
work, with years of back
experience, free
estimates. Call 437-4534.

FREE -Two four month
old mixed breed pups.
Black with floppy ears.
Gentle and affectionate.
Being cared for by
Humane Society. Call
.753-7869.

54 Free Column

BLACK AND WHITE
female cat about 7
months old. Unusual
markings. Very friendly
and gentle. Call 753-4783.

10 WEEK OLD KITTENS, 3 black, 3 smoky
blue. Call 753-3994.

SIX LONG haired kittens.
Two solid white. Call
753-0747.

care rmtei We yeomen
Out deep 009,, do and
wine on
wItple sweep

T CARS

ECONOMICALLYcaw so way
ontessiames ae-at

K AND H REPAIR. 94
East. Phone 753-3323.
We buy, sell and repair
'sppliances and mowers.

av ixoty

11.11141GAN

litat •SHCIIAPT 19,
40

I REMEMBER
•

CUSTOM

SPLIT rail
fencing: oak rails, stone
base. Call 901-247-5569
for free survey and
estimate.

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN prompt
efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White,753-0605.
DRIVEWAYS
GRAVELED,will haul
all types of rock; white,
decorative and wash
rock. All types of sand
and agriculture lime.
Mark Bucy Trucking,
call after 4 p.m. 753-8381
or 753-5795.

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TAN
and backhoe
work n
call John
Lane. P
753-6669 or
436-2586.
CUSTOM HAY
iling
aand custom corn e.
Call 753-8090.

Furches
Jewelry

S

R9111 fir

only 412.00 a day

caor„7.

Bel-Air Decor Store
1101.11ir C••••4 /13-1642

•

MOBILE HOME anchors,
custoyt. underpinning,
patio
porch 'and
awnings, car porches
nd roofs sealed. Call
1873. after S p.-- m.
Jac lover.

'
a

N

BY OWNER: 7 room.
ranch style house with 47. Motorcycles
75 acres (2 acres in
TILE
CERA
C
SL100 motorcycle. Must
JUST LISTED - 3
timber,"'" 70
acres
bathroom
Quarry,
sell.
6275.
Call 753-7228.
parcels of property
tillablw ).
113S. 4th Street
Three
slate , mirr , shower
Murry,
1967 JAGUAR KKE for
located at 12th and
bedroom house with
e and
doors,. Raver
48 Automotive Service
sale. Low mileage, mint
For dependable watch and
Poplar Street. This
attached
garage.
brick work. Call :mes
T14E 1949 *SERIES 62 SECANEV WAS THE OFFICIAL TITLE
condition, 'lack
of
property is desirable for
OF THIS FIESr1 FASTISACK FOLLOWIN6 CADII._LAC3 CCN
Recently redecorated. BLACK E-T mags,fits all
Hamilton 753-8500.
jewelry repair
SERVATIVE
SINUNG-Os4
TADITION, IT LWKED LITTLE
storage space, also 1965
rental purposes now and
Two stock barns, 70'
DIFFERENT THAN I75 1948 PQEXCESSOR sir IT WAS THE
makes, also 1 set
Factory
Approved
Mustang,
260
V-8,
ex- GENERAL BACKHOE
could be used for other
equipment shed, dairy
Firtsr CADDY TO EE PowERED 9 GMS NEW ONV
14
FOOT
TRUCK.
Chevelle mags and
Accutron Service
YOUR ADDITIONAL STANDARD EQUIPMENT'.3-3
)EED AMA.
cellent Condition. Fast
purposes when 12th ,barn,
other
outwork, white gtavel,
Available for hauling to
wheel adaptors Mr
TRAKISKSSOON, REA.Q FENDER SKIRTS AND THE FLIP-LP TAIL
bicoming
a
collector's
Street is widened. If you
buildings. All under
*HT TIMT Ciot,CEAL ED THE GAS C/0 OPTIONS
bank gravel. Call 436Detroit, Mich., On
CCULDNT
Volltswagon. Call 4355T. HYDRAMATIC, goitria NEATER CILKK, Ft6 UGH1Zi Mt)
item. Phone 753-1222.
are
interested
in
woven wire fence. One
2306.
Friday, October 1st. Call
4294.
IC
WINDCW5.
DOW?
LITTLE
DID
KNX
IT
14CIULr)
THEY
LAKELAND
&INproperty with an income
mile west of Dexter on
753-5526.
• CJ( OF 10D4Y3 FADIE5T "FlAal CADILLACS';
STRUCTION
backhoe
6
--/E5E
THAN 20 YEARS I
DRIVEWAYS AND
cER
now and for speculation
PLYMOUTH
Hickory Grove Rd. AUTO CLEM" UP, 1973
work in Baywood,
SPEa• MOW,ElsGiNE 331 at IN
e41P
parking areas white
later. Let Linda Drake
SEBRING PLUS. Black
Price $100,000. Gall 753PE
CEs
WATER
WELL
0-50
glazed, machine buffed
cleaning
moi+
9I
TOP SPEED 996 NPN
Panorama
Shores
area.
Rip
rocked and graded.
VALUE: ' PocE 1255o -TODAY /NCNT) 93.000 4or any of the other sales
on black, buckets, power
5618.
and waxed. $25. Free
and
repairing.
Call
753White rock delivered
:4V'Tarmagc;
i camrsxi:TO.
rap delivered and
0,18
persons show you this
steering, power brakes.
5743.
pickup and delivery.
anywhere.
call
Ross,
rock
Decorated
placed.
property. Call John C. REDUCED - extra nice
ET dish mags. Call after
Call 753-5606.
436-2505.__
put down over plastic.
Neubauer Realtors, 7535:30 489-2604.
3 bedroom, 2 bath,
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
AUTO
Call
estimate.
TUNE
UPS,
Free
0101 or Linda Drake at
$17.50
kitchen-den comand
Wilson
put
ELECTROLUX
SALES
Including all parts. 1963
Clifford Garrison, 753753-0492.
FORD
bination. Price $29,900.
aluminum siding and
and service. Call Tony
pickup and delivery.
5429 after 4 p.m.
CUSTOMIZED van,
1208 Peggy Ann Drive.
trim on your house.
4 2)42'fl
:
Montgomery, 753-6760
Call 753-5606.
mag wheels, 8 track
Call 753-8673.
175 ACRES of good farm
Colors, also patio
night.
or
day
land with lots of crop
. stereo. Must see to
IMawnings and aluminum
HOME
BOB'S
The Store For Men
49. Lked Cars 8 Trucks
land for bean, corn or HOUSE AND LOT 100 x
appreciate. Call 492carports and window
PROVEMENT SERMurray,
Ky.
52. Two bedrooms,
wheat. Some bottom
8441.
awnings. Phone 753-1873
VICE, carpentry, NEED TREES. cut or
1972 NOVA Chevrolet.
Owners Billy Brandon • Jerry Key
firewood. Call 753-4707.
living room, kitchen and
work.
land that could be
cement
or
painting,
247-5425.
Also camper top. Call
cleaned for additional
bath. Fully carpeted.
1976 FORD F-100 Ranger
Call 436-2502.
after 5:30 753-3248.
XLT. AM-FM stereo,
crop space. Reasonably
Mrs. Elsie Bizzell, 407 N.
3rd, Murray, Ky. 42071.
power steering and
priced. Owner may
INSULATION blown in by
1976 FORD GRAN Torino.
brakes, air condtioned,
finance. JQHN
Cl
Call 7534418.
SEARS save on these
Under warranty. New
automatic transmission,
NEUBATTER,
high heat and cooling
condition. Call 753-5110.
8,000 miles. Call 753REALTOR, 505 Main
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
bills, call Doug Taylor at
7304.
St., Murray, 753-0101 or
$25,000, 1007 ()live St.
753-2310
for
free
1971 DELTA 88 coupe,
753-7531.
Murray. Call 75,-7448.
estimates.
1. How can you make money?
power and air. Call 7531976
CHEVROLET
Ans.'Yam can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
8500.
-MONZA Town Coupe. KIRBY CARPET CARE
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
clean rugs of all kinds.
Automatic, power
2. How can you save money?
1969 BUICK ELECTRA
For
In business, homes, and
steering. 8,000 miles.
Ans. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
Limited. Automatic,
DIRECTOR INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
institution rugs come
Listed for $4,450.00 new,
ad
departni'ent of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of October to sell all those items
factory
air,
60-40,
EMERSON ELECTRIC CO.,PARIS,TN. 381142
clean
by
will sell for $3,100.00 Call
steam
you
have gathered together.
electric seats, electric
cleaning.
Free
753-5869.
windows, leather in3. How good a business person are you?
estimates. 24 hour anAn excellent opportunity for a mature, career oriented
terior, mohair carpet, 1972 FORD GRAND
swering service, 500
individual. Must have excellent typing and shorthand
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
steel belted tires, load
Maple 753-0359.
TORINO Sport, Power
Times during the month Of October. Every tourth day your
Classified Pages of the Ledger
skills and the ability to work and plan own activities as
'
• shocks, AM-FM
ieveling
steering, air, F.M.
classified ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad
ell as for the towel. Experience as Executive Secretary in
CARPENTER REPAIR,
radio, low mileage.
stereo tape,40,000 miles.
every fourth day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts„If you
he personnel area will be a plus. Outstanding salary and
and alterations, and
Local one owntr. This is
Excellent
condition.
are a regular customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for Ocbenefits available. Please send letter with employment
furniture repair. Call
one of the finest older
Phone 527-9959.
history and salary requirements to:
tober you will automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
after 5. 436-2476.
cara to be found. May be
4. What are the details of this sale?
seen at 201 South 3rd.
10 Campers
R.A. O'CONNOR
Call
753-2438
or
753-3113.
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;
DOZER WORK - small
Emerson Electric Co.
1976 MONITOR 24', sleeps _ size ideal for
leveling,
P.O. Box 610, Paris,TN 38242
6, air conditioned,
NEW MODEL T Tin
sp
- reading backfilling.
awning, carpet, self
An equal opportunity employer M-F
p.
Uzzie with 3 h.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
contained, like new. Call
engine. $300. Phone 753753-7304.
6682.
HAVING TROUBLE,
getting those small
16' TRAILER, camper.
AUCTION
1973 MONTE CARLO.
plumbing jobs done?
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904
Thursday, Sept. 30, 1976 - 10:00 a. m.
Silver with burgundy
Then call 753-6614.
Serplut Property 0 McCracken Casty
top. Just like new. Spare
1. Services Offered
Beard of Eivcatiao
tire never beep down.
LOCATED: 2 miles out Highway Ein West at Intersection of Olivet
it?
ELECTRICAL WIRING
Only 39,000 miles. Must AVAILABLE
Church fload
must
,
EX.
home and industrial, air
appreciate.
$2900.
to
see
CLASSROOM FURNITURE
PERIENCED
conditioning, and
Call 753-8149.
housekeeper,
6 Teachers' Desks; 15 Record Players; several
refrigeration, plumbing
babysitter. Phone 753hundred wooden student arm chairs; several
and heating. Call 4741970 OLDS Holiday Coupe
1387,
hundred metal student chair-desk type; 12 three
8841 or 753-7203.
perfect inside, fully
foot sq. metal tables (art or drafting); 75
equipped. Black on
primary size chairs; 50 elementary size wooden
BY
white. Must see to. ap- GLASS REPLACEMENT GUTTERING
arm desk chairs.
work
for
homes,
SEARS, Sears seamless
preciate. $1250. Call 753automobiles,and stores.
BUSES
gutters installed per you
5859.
line
Complete
of
Call
specifications.
1965 Ford 66 Passenger; 2-1963 Chevrol< 54
mirrors, glass shelves
Doug Tayldll at 753-2310
,
Passengers; 2-1966 Ford 54 Passeagers.
and table tops; and also
for free estimate.
FOR
MISCELLANEOUS
aluminufn storm doors
SALE
80 Choir chairs; 15 Science tables; 2 butcher
and windows repaired or FENCE SALES AT
1971 Pontiac lens rale, nes
blocks; 4 wall-mounted cafeteria tables; metal
replaced.
Plus
SEARS nos; Call Doug
' a, factory sir, crvisantatic,
book shelves; metal scaffolding; regular
aluminum store front
Taylor at 753-2310 for
atop 150.00. 411 753-57311
bathroom sinks; 3-M Copier; 2 stainless steel
work. Mobile service.
free estimates of your
e
commercial sinks with work area; 2 commercial
va,Free estimate. M and G
needs.
VOLKSWAGON,
kitchen work tables; 1 commercial dishwasher;
'tomplete
Glass,
1971
2 potato peelers; cafeteria serving counter; comDixieland
Shopping WET BASEMENT? We
good transportation.
mercial cooking hood; 18 ft. metal mechanical
Center. Call 753-0180.
$1,000. Call 436-5459.
make wet basements
partition; assorted wooden and metal tables;
dry, work completely
storage cabinets; 2 commercial size
guaranteed Call or
We have the
refrigeration compressors and condensers;
write Morgan Conlargest invenlory
stainless steel sinks; 2 electric fans; c)at rack;
struction Co. Route 2,
5. What do you gain from this sale?
locker parts; 7 foot metal tables; 14 wooden
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
doors with glass panels; 16 wooden frame winor
42001. Phone day
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
dows; 13 oak library tables (7x3); Ditto
night 442-7026.
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
Machine; commercial vacuum sweeper; trophy
case; Cooper Fire Extinguishers; water cooler
of advertising you decide to do.
CARPET CLEANING
in the area
and dispenser.
very
experienced,
Number of Items are approximated
Murray Supply
reasonable rates,
free
references,
JAKE BROWN AND ASSOCIATES
Co. Inc.
7 s';1
208 E Main
estimates. Quick drying.
••••• I. MI 1111 0•41•410.11••••eky 4/001
.
1 1••••• 447 4747
442 tISS
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618

49 CAD TORPEDO

Make Money By Saving!

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they' meet the following requirements:

run three consecutive days.
v.Ads
fr-No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will,run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No Days
paid

6
9

No Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

Fiberglass Tub and Shower
Combintition

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Ails' Sister,
Mrs. Maupin, Dies
At The Age Of 31

,.1

Mrs. Clara Jo Maupin,
sister of Mrs. Willard
(Martha74Alls, Jr., of Murray,
died Saturday at 10:45 p.m. at
theVestern Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
She was 31 years of age and
a resident of 235 Windmill
Drive, Lone Oak. She was the
widow of Charles Maupin, Jr.,
a graduate of Paducah Tilghman High School, and a
member of the Broadway
Church of Christ.
Survivors are her parents,
.Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Harding,
Paducah; one son, Charles
Maupin,
Thomas
Jr.,
Paducah; sister, Mrs. Ails of
Murray; grandmothers, Mrs.
Lillie Harding, Cottage Grove,
. Tenn., and Mrs. Pauline
Turner, Bolivar, Tenn.; one
nephew, Joe Mark Ails,
Murray:
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m, at the
chapel of the Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah, with Bro.
Jim Cannon and Bro. Alonzo
Williams officiating.
Pallbearers are William E.
Curnbee, A. R. King, Dave
Williams, James Poat, John
A. Williams, and Al Kindred.
Burial will be in the
Maplelawn Cemetvy,
Paducah.

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Cochran
Final rites for Mrs.
Margaret Cochran of 1630
West Olive Street, Murray,
were held Monday at 2:30 p.m.
at he chapel of the BlalockCole n Funeral Home with
Dr. Bi 'Whittaker officiating,
Mrs. Veriqn Shown as soloist,
and Rich rd Jones as
organist.
Pallbearers 'were David,
Danny, and Teri's', Belcher,
Tony and Jamie Washer, and
Dale Cochran, all nephews.
Serving as honorary gtpups
were employees of the Winslow Cafeteria, Murray Stabe
University, and the freshman'
football team at Murray High
School. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Cochran, age 58, died
suddenly Saturday at 5:30
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was the
wife of Robert W. Cochran
who died May 10, i964.
Survivors are her sons,
Michael Keith (Mickey)
Cochran, Murray, four
brothers, Robert R., James
H., Howard P., and Urban
Belcher, and her mother-inlaw, Mrs. Zelpha Cochran,
Murray.

Funeral Todayl' Everette Ray Dies
Mason's Chapel For At St. Louis, Mo.
Everette Ray, former
Brent Newport
resident of Calloway County,
The funeral for Brent
Newport of Route One,
Puryear, Tenn., Hazel
community, is being held
today at three p.m. at the
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church where he
was a member with Rev. Tom
Martin and Rev. Archie
Morrison
officiating.
Providing the music will be
Rev. Ron Hampton and Mrs.
Oneida White.
Serving
active
as
pallbearers are Billy Sprague,
Larry Chrisman, Larry and
Edmons Arnett, K. B.
Humphreys, Jr., Frank Coles,
and Orvis Thorne. Honorary
pallbearers will be Ted and
Jess Latimer, Richard and
Jack Newport, Frank Turner,
and Wallace Lassiter. Burial
will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Newport, age 49, was
pronounced dead on arrival
Sunday at 5:15 p.m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
He died of injuries sustained
in a two-car accident at the
Intersection of Kentucky
Highways 95 and 1713 at
Calvert City.
His wife, Claritta, who
survives, was also injured in
the accident along with his
mother-in-law, Mrs. Nola
Chrisman of Murray who is
listed in satisfactory condition
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital this morning. Mrs.
Newport was treated at the
hospital and dismissed on
Monday.
Survivors are his wife,
Claritta, one son, Gary
Newport, and his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Aultman Newport,
all of Route One, Puryear,
Tenn.

Mrs. Aggie Jones
Dies At, Her Home;
Rites H&C! Siiiiday

died Sunday at 2:30 a.m. at a
hospital in St. Louis, Mo.,
where he resided.
The deceased was born in
Calloway County and was the
son of the late Tobe Ray and
Bell McBride Ray.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Iva Adams Ray, two
daughters, Mrs. Bill (Thrya
Lee), Parket' and Mrs. Al
(Diane) Kenter, three
grandchildren, Mrs. Joe
(Carol( Bradley, Keith and
Kelly Kenter, and two great
grandchildren, Brian and
Brent Bradley, all of St. Louis,
Mo.
Funeral and burial services
are being held in St. Louis.
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Ain*
Amer Motors Ashland 00
AT&T
r‘rd

Gen. Dynamics .,
Gen Motors
Gen. nre
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oat
Republic Steel
Singer
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith

-8.39
3
4
30% -/
4% unc
26% unc
615 - 4
59% -;
5234 14
72341 -1
2E% uric

35% uric
19% .A4
l'a uric
2D% -i-%
30's -1%,

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today. furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp . of
Murray, are as follows
He ublein Inc
McDonalds Coro
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W.R. Grace
Texaco
General Elec.
GAF Corp
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney
Franklin Mint

McDonald's grand opening
will happen this Saturday,
October 2, at the new store at
107 N. 12th in Murray. The
event is an all day "Thank
You" to Murray and its
citizens.
At 6:00 a. m. the day begins
with a breakfast party
featuring free coffee and
newspapers. The highlight of
the day is at 1:30 p. m. when
Mayor John Scott will cut a
ribbon of 50 one dollar bills
that will be donated to a local
charity by McDonald's
owners, Clyde and Mike Love.
Officiating at the ribbon
cutting will be Ronald
McDonald, live, direct from
McDon_aldland.
Following the ribbon cutting
ceremony, all local kids are
invited to come over to the
store and meet Ronald and get
a free gift.

Onkel

Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to Be Ledr_c
'Ames by 1. M.Simon Co. are as folloSes:
Industrial Ail.

McDonald's
Sets Gran
Opening Sat

484 •-%
56 -1
7% -44
39% I' 241
641 •-54
L Ms lute
28's -%
56% -%
14% As
33; -'4
WS -3-s
33% unc
154
.uric
49% uric
34 4-4

UCM Luncheon Will
Feature Program By
Julian &'Beecham
The final presentation in the
UCM luncheon series on
faculty and student involvement in University
decision-making will take
place this Wednesday. Kpanel
consisting of Frank Julian and
Scott Beecham will discuss
"The Future of Rock Concerts
at MS1J."
University Vice President
for Student Development, Dr.
Frank Julian, has been at
MulTay State since 1974. Scott
Beecham is the current
president of the Student
Activities Board which makes
necessary arrangements for
the concerts.
Luncheons are held each
Wednesday from 12:30 to 1:20
at the UCM building. Cost of
The meal is $1.25 and everyone
is welcome to attend, a
spokesman said.

Politics..

where he toured Louisiana, Mississippi,
Carter spent' the weekend camMidwest.
Alabama and Florida.
paigning on the West Coast, winding up
In Moline, Ill., Dole said support in
His schedule calls for him to remain
in Evansville, Ind., on Monday night
the farm belt has been disappointing.
away from campaigning and in the
before flying home to Plains.
"We don't have the comfortable
White House until Oct. 4, when *,
Earlier, in Portland, Ore., Carter
margin we need," Dole said, adding
leaves for an extensive Western tour
said Ford's economic policies placed
that Carter "has a good lead in the
leading up to the debate in San
another
2.5 million Americans — for a
South."
Francisco.
total of 25.9 million — below the official
In seeking the farm vote. Dole said
Ford wound up his Southern campoverty line last year and have created
Republican farm policy is superior to
paign trip with a speech to some 2,000
a new class of poor.
anything the Democrats can offer,
policeman, where he vowed to spend
Meanwhile, Dole was trying to shore
citing "ow efforts to expand exports to
the first 100 days of his administration,
up what Republican strategists
keep government interference off the
if he is elected president, in a crusade
acknowledge
is sagging support in the
backs of farmers."
against crime.
He said his crusade would include a
drive to place career criminals and
• • • (Continued from Page 1)
"violent and street-wise" youthful
offenders behind bars.
June 1 through Aubst of next summer.
Noting that Keeling also came up
But Carter campaign director
Holt noted that approval of the grant
Hamilton Jordan leaped on the Ford
renewal will have a positive effect on trough the ranks as an Upward Bound
student at Murray State, Holt said he
speech immediately.
the local economy.
-That is a strange promise from a
"Compliance regulations encourage "has shown outstanding leadership
man who has been president for more
catering to small businesses, and more qualities in working with disadthan 700 trays already. But perhaps it is
than $30,000 has been expended in vantaged youth in outdoor education."
Other itistructorii all uLarhom have
a necessary one, since the record of
Calloway County during each of the last
extensive outdoor experience and are
that 700 days shows serious neglect of
three years," he explained.
the crime problem,'"Jordan said.
The new assistant director of Project graduates of Outward Bound Schools,
Apollo is Marvin Keeling, a 1976 are:
The Carter campaign said that under
Larry Wood, Louisville; Charlie
graduate of Murray State with a major
Ford a key program for jailing drug
Reeves, Carthage, Miss.; Fred Sag),
in recreation and park administration.
dealers on tax evasion charges *was
Keeling, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Owensboro; Billy Maddox, Mayfield;
dismantled, the Drug Enforcement
Terrell Keeling of Mayfield, has served Bruce Kerslager, Chicago; and
Administration was neglected and the •*as a senior instructor in the progratii Michelle Holtze and Lonnie Mundahl,
Law
Enforcement
Assistance
since its inception. He has had ex- both of Eli, Minn.
Administration was so mismanaged
The office manager is Nancy Jones
tensive, outdoor experience and is a
that Congress has only extended it for
graduate 'of the Colorado Outward ancrithe psychometrist is Kendy Taylor,":
one year on a sort of probation.
both of Murray.
Bound School.-

Apoll0

could not," said principal Nola
Mae Morgan, an ex-smoker
and initiator of the program.
More than a "little
surprised" was Elke Moses,
director of professional and
public education for the
American Cancer Society
here. "I was just amazed
when she ( the principal)
called me," Miss Moses said.
The smoking problem isn't a
new one for Dr. Morgan,
whose office in past years was
often graced by youthful
smelters.
"You mean you can't wait
till recess or lunch?" she
asked them. "No," came the
reply,"We need help."
So for the past three weeks

• Benefit Show Will
Be Held Saturday
At South Marshall

Estrogen Must Carry Stronger
Warnings In Future, FDA OrdersWASHINGTON (AP) — The
sex hormones that an
estimated
million
five
American women take to
relieve the symptoms of
menortuse must carry
stronger health warnings, the
Food
and
Drug
Administration says.
The FDA,in an order issued
Monday, said new labels
directed
physicians
at
prescribing estrogen must be
printed and distributed within
the next 60 days.
.
But the FDA said it watts to
hear from the public before it'
orders 6ther new labels that

St. Louis Elementary Students
Attending Stop Smoking Courses

The funeral serviees for
Mrs. Aggie Jones-of Benton
,Route Four were held Sunday
it two p.m. at the chapel of the
Fllbeck and Cann Funeral
ST. LOUIS (AP) — For
Home, Benton, with Rev.
Aubert Rose officiating. three weeks a group of 7th and
Burial Was in the Marshall 8th graders at the Shenandoah
School held ar, after school
Comity Mentorial Gardens.
Mrs. Jones, age 67, died meet ingl The group had
Friday at 5:45 g,m. at her nothing to do with sports,
home. She was a member of dances or stamps. The kids
the Lake City Baptist Church. are all trying to quit smoking.
School officials and the
Survivors are her husband,
American
Cancer Society,
Sidney Jones, Benton Route
Four; three daughters, Mrs.. which,conducted the "kicking
Mildred Adams, Coldwater,‘,,the habit" clinic, were
Mrs. Rebecca Woodruff, *prised by the number of
Cadiz, and Miss Freda Jones, students seeking help in giving
Benton Route Four; four sons, up smoking. The 38 students
James Smith, Benton Route represented nearly one-third
LAKE DATA
Six, Roy Smith, Benton Route of the 13-an4 14-year-olds at
the school.
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 355.3, Nine,
Donald
Smith,
"I was a little surprised that
down 0.2. Below dam 302.2, Gilbertsville Route Two, and
down 0.3.
Louis Darnall, Benton Route 38 were heavy smokers who
said they wanted to ( quit 1, but
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.3, Seven.
down 0.2. Below dam- 302.6,
Also surviving are one
down 0.2.
• sister, Mrs. Veleda Belden,
Sunset 6:46. Sunrise 6:49.
Granite City, Ill.; two
brothersji:Edwards, Benton
Route . Three, and Ernest
MISS YOOR PAPER?
Edwards,—Calvert City; half\
\
45rbscrIner1
Wee me
brother, Charles Thomas
L
tsc46110
,01;
b
rbeit
e bosee-aolivors/
Edwards, Joliet, Ill.; twelve
espy
Ildarrrey Lodger
grandchildren: six great
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
. Paws by 5:
m. bleasleygrandchildren.
State agricuhure officials are
.Friefly w by 3:'1p. as. is
expecting a top quality burley
saturdays sed
tobacco crop that should set a
CLARIFICATION
- 753-1916 between 5:30
The winner of the talent record price.
Agriculture Commissionar
Mamie,owl 6 p.
award in the Miss Rangerette
or 3:30 p. es. we 4 p. m.
Pageant was inadvertently Tom Harris said Monday he
Settortleys, ti ewes delivery
listed wrong in the caption of expects the 1976 crop to bring
of the newspaper. Cells west
t \ pageant winners on "$1.20 per pound or better."
be placed by 6 p. IN.
Monday. The talent winner He was basing his prediction
week/lays Sr 4 p. az Setor.
was Vottoie Sue Hays instead on the way burley is selling in
the southern flue-cured
days fe ireerustee &hwy.
of Wendy bevett.
market.
, Tobacco support price for
burley is $1.09 per pound, he
said.
He is confident the market
will be good for Kentucky
burley when the warehouses
open in late November,
because there will be "a good
quality crop."
Harris attributed that to the
excellent curing conditions
this year.
Burley needs dry weather
with a little moisture to cure
properly, Harris said.
•
Too much damp weather
subjects the tobacco to
"House burning," which
darkens the leaf color and
takes weight out. On the other
hand, if the weather stays too
dry, the tobacco will get
"piebald," or have yellow
streaks, he said.
About ,95 per cent of the
tobacco crop is already in the
barns, and the current rainy
weather should hurt only the

• (Continued from Page 1 )

would explain estrogen risks
in plain language for women
who take the hormones.
Estrogens for women too old
to bear children "are valuable
drugs. They are needed when
the symptoms of the 'change
of life' become severe. The
FDA's purpose is to keep these
drugs on the market but to
reduce overuse and misuse,"
Commissioner Alexander M.
Schmidt said in a statement.
"Because these drugs can
cause harm as well as good
and because they are different
from many other drugs in that
they are given to otherwise
healthy women undergoing
the natural process of
menopause," he said, "the
FDA believes it essential that
women be informed and that
they decide for themselves if
the risks are worth the
benefits."
The proposed warnings for
users of estrogen note that it is
estimated that more than half

the 120 seventh and eighth
graders at the school have
attended an assembly once a
week to hear a lung specialist,
a neck surgecn and a
psychologist talk about
smoking.
Twice a week, the 38
students who signed up for
help in quitting smoking atThe
Murray
Area
tended "rap groups" given by
Vocational Education Center
a local counseling center.
"Most youngsters at this will offer three evening
age group smoke from peer business courses beginning in
pressure. It's the 'in' thing to October. A person may take
do," Dr. Morgan said. any one or more of the classes.
Ty-ping I will begin on
"Sophisticated people smoke,
they think, and they want to be.. October 5 and will be held on
Tuesday and Thursday
a little more grown up."
Dr. Morgan said not all the evenings from 6:30-9:30 p. m.
school's smokers signed up for for seven weeks. Mrs. Joanna
the program, just those who Adams will be the instructor.
Shorthand I will begin on
wanted to quit. Miss Moses
explained that for the October 4 and will be held on
program to work the students Monday and Wednesday
evenings from 6:30-9:30 p. ma.
had to want to quit.
seven weeks. Mrs. Glenda
for
Though a preliminary
evaluation won't be completed Rowlett will be the instructor.
Accounting I will begin on
for a few weeks, Dr. Morgan
the program has already October 4 and will be held on
said
small percentage still in tat
had some effect. At least three Monday and Wednesday
field, Harris said.
•
quit "cold turkey" and others evenings from 6:30 - 9:30 p. m.
The most recent U.S.
for seven weeks Mrs. Joanna.,,
were cutting back.
Department of Agriculture
Adams will be the instructor.
forecast Sept. 10 estimated
Each of the classes are
'ONE-DAY CLOWNKentucky burley production at
beginner's classes and are
CLEVELAND (AP) — Sgt. designed for people
about 432.4 million pounds, a
who are
slight increase from 1975 Edward Malloy, a Cleveland interested in entering the
peryears.
poundage. The USDA's next policeman for 18
or
seCfetarial
a circus clerical
report will be released just formed as a clown in
profession. The classes will
recently.
prior to the opening of the
Malloy got the chance to play also be a good brush-up or
market season,liarriSsaitit
a clown when he made a suc- refresher class for people who
He expects the actual cessful bid on a clown-for-a-day have had training previously.
potIndage to be lighter than job offered in a fund-raising There is a $5.00 registration
campaign on local television.
the USDA projection.
fee for each class, and each
"It was just something I student must purchase the
One reason is that many
the
said
do,"
to
like
thought
I'd
farmers let their burley bloom
book used forThe class.
out.t oo far before breaking the 41-year-old bachelor. -There
To register or for more
special reason."
no
was
tops out. Harris said that
Malloy went all out for his information phone the Murray
takes the growth into the night in .the spotlight. He re- Area Vocational Education
bloom instead of the lea;,.?s ceived Ai free tickets for the Center at 753-1870 between the
and results in a smaller plant. circus, but bought 27 more, hours of 8:00 a. m. and 3:30 p.
He said he didn't understand spending a total of $142. And m. or visit the school at 18th at
why farmers had let the bloom that's in addition to $95 he paid Sycamore, Murray. Each
go so far, but he said perhaps for the bid.
class is limited to 24 people.
They are trying to add some
weight to the plant by letting it
grow longer.
However, the smaller plants
were also the result of dry
In the MurrayLCalloway Co.
weather during the growing
Jaycees Golden Check Book
season. Harris said the lug the bib end of the tobacco
ad...Seven Seas Restaurant and
plant — didn't get enough
Perkin's Pancake & Steak should
moisture.
have appeared only in the Bonus CerThe early good weather
prompted m,any farmers to set
tificate list.
and harvest their burley
We are sorry for any inearly, and the early cut
doesn't weigh as much as that
convenience that this ma have caused.
harvested later, Harris said.

Night Courses At
Vocational School
To Start Monday

Top Quality Burley
Crop Is Expected

A benefit show for three
needy families of the area will
of all women undergoing
be held Saturday, October 2,
menopause experience only ..at
the South Marshall School
mild symptoms or none at all
Gym. The show will start at
from "t he,change of life" and
7:00p.m.
therefore should not take the
Sponsors of the show will be
hormone.
the 'Blue Grass C. B. Club of
Schmidt had told a Senate
Murray, the Golden Rod C. B.
subcommittee last Jan. 21 that
Club of Hardin, and the
labeling changes were imminent. In early March, the Lakeland C. B. Club of Benton.
The show will feature
agency summarized the,
gospel, country, and variety
changes in a drug bulletin sent
to 700,000 doctors and other entertainment featuring Bun
Wilson and Little Wayne, Bill
health professionals.
Powell and daughter, Mitci,
The FDA said it will seek
Sun Downers, Country Genpublic comment during the
tlemen, Country Sunshine,
next 60 days on proposals to
and many other local gospel
direct new labeling at
groups.
patients. New labels directed
Refreshments will be sold
at physicians emphasize that
and door prizes will be given.
women taking estrogens for
Admission will be $2.00 for
more than a year run a higher
adults, $1.00 for students 12 to
risk of cancer of the lining of 18,
and free to children under
the uterus and that eskogens
twelve.
have been associated with
birth defects.
The FDA said physicians
should examine patients who
take estrogens at least once
every six months, and that
Federal State Market News Service Septhey should never prescribe tember
28, 1976
Kentucky
Purchase Area Hog Market
estrogens for pregnant
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
women. Estrogens also should Receipts, Act. 568 Est. 400
Barrows &
not be given tq women with Gilts 1.00-1.50 lower Sows.504.00lower .
US 1-2 200-230 the:
135.75-36.79z
breast or uterine cancer, US 1-3 236-240 lb..
1335.50-35.75
US 2-4 340-280 lb.
undiagnosed
abnormal US
$34.75-35 50
3-4 360-260 lbs.
$33.75-34 75
vaginal bleeding, clotting in Sows
the legs or lungs, heart US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
*2000-29.00
US 1-3 300-450
221300-29.00
disease, angina chest pains or US 1-3 einss0 lb..
I be.
129.5040.50
a stroke, the directions warn. US 23 300-500 Ibis
$27.60-26.00
Boars 21/

Purchase Area
Hog Market

00-22.00

Thor.bred Flying Service,Inc.
Murray-Calloway Courty Airport

MultiEngine
Bill

Contact
iftrigginN
Fuller or Johnny Parker

489-2721

489-2414

REWARD
Eat the food thi.
at
.won the West
Win a Pinto our guest.

Raokti\END
13Agi3CL4ED

cgIcaN WITHOUT
RESENT ION!

„rot
ete,4
"r

coot over to Jerry's every Wednesday
night lot the food the West loved
best.
Choose from two sizes of choice steak
Barbecue chicken or beef Snsolied sau
sage and beans And special Krdstuff
After you've ergoyed the good things
to
eat, you may wpm a prize to keep Like a
1977 Ford Pinto or other prizes. Register
any WertneSday night 'til Dec 13. 19)6
No
purchase necessary
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Every Wednesday night
South 124 Street
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